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‘Toasting’ drones
with radiation
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Han Gerrits is Professor of
eBusiness & IT Industry at the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
where he teaches about
entrepreneurship, the internet
and innovation. Han was given a
sneak peek at the stories in
The State of Innovation. He was
particularly impressed by the
stories he highlights below.
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DroneCatcher

Delft Dynamics

Mobiele radar

Akoestische sensor

Schietnet vangt drone

Robin Radar Systems bouwde een systeem rondom de aloude
radartechnologie: je zendt radiogolven uit, vangt de reflecties
op, bepaalt zo de richting, afstand, hoogte en snelheid van
zichtbare objecten. Het bedrijf heeft zijn sporen verdiend. Het
ontwikkelde een veel toegepast radarsysteem voor de signalering en identificatie van vogels: dit komt niet alleen van pas in
de luchtvaart, maar wordt ook ingezet om vogel- en vleermuispopulaties rond windmolenparken te beschermen. Voortbouwend op deze technologie ontwierpen de Haagse techneuten
een mobiel radarsysteem dat drones op kilometers afstand detecteert en volgt – ook in dichte mist of in het donker, ook als het
om een zwerm drones gaat. Vliegen er vogels tussen de drones?
Het systeem van Robin Radar kan de verschillende luchtruimgebruikers van elkaar onderscheiden.

Microflown AVISA ontwikkelde een systeem dat zacht zoemende
drones kan ‘horen’. In tegenstelling tot een radar heb je hiervoor geen
directe zichtlijn nodig. Dit maakt deze techniek bijzonder geschikt voor
gebruik in stedelijk gebied waar bebouwing het vrije zicht blokkeert.
Hoe werkt het? In tegenstelling tot een traditionele microfoon die de
geluidsdruk registreert met behulp van een membraan, gebruikt
Microflown de andere grootheid in de akoestiek: de zogenoemde
‘luchtdeeltjessnelheid’. Deze wordt gemeten met behulp van twee ragfijne, verhitte draadjes van platina. Het resultaat is de Acoustic Multi
Mission Sensor (AMMS), een akoestische sensor van dertig centimeter
doorsnede die geluidsbronnen zeer nauwkeurig kan detecteren, lokaliseren en volgen. Door een raster van deze sensoren op de daken van
flatgebouwen te plaatsen en te koppelen, kun je allerlei nuttige veiligheidsinformatie verzamelen. Het traceert niet alleen de plek waar die
vijandelijke drone vliegt, maar ook waar precies een explosie plaatsvindt of een schot van een sluipschutter klinkt.

De uitvinding van Delft Dynamics heet toepasselijk de DroneCatcher: een
drone die een drone vangt. Heeft hij de vijandelijke drone in het vizier, dan
vuurt hij vanuit een koker onder hoge druk een schietnet af. Dankzij rubberen kogeltjes op de hoeken van het net – dat ongeveer drie bij drie meter
meet – vouwt het zich keurig uit in de lucht. Komt het net in contact met de
rotorbladen van de vijandelijke drone, dan raken de bladen er hopeloos in
verstrikt. Gevolg: de drone tuimelt uit de lucht. Om paniek en schade op de
grond te voorkomen, sleept de DroneCatcher de vijandelijke drone weg in
de lucht via een kabel verbonden aan het schietnet. Op een veilige plek
aangekomen, zorgt een parachute voor een zachte landing.
De DroneCatcher is te gebruiken als een mobiele installatie – bijvoorbeeld
bovenop een politie- of defensievoertuig – die klaar staat tijdens risicovolle
evenementen.

Robin Radar Systems’ experimenten met prototypes hebben
geresulteerd in Elvira, een commercieel dronedetectiesysteem.
Dit radarsysteem met een bereik tot 9 kilometer kan binnen dertig
minuten worden opgezet door twee mensen. Een tablet volstaat om
het systeem te bedienen, maar het is ook mogelijk de beelden live te
streamen naar een controlekamer.
www.robinradar.com

Van alle scheidingen in Nederland ontaardt volgens
onderzoek van TNS NIPO twintig procent in een
vechtscheiding. Om dat aantal te verminderen
ontstond op initiatief van oud-Tweede Kamerlid
Jeroen Recourt (PvdA) de Divorce Challenge. Iedereen met een plan om het aantal conflictscheidingen
en de negatieve gevolgen daarvan voor kinderen
te verminderen, kon een idee inzenden. Een experten jongerenpanel koos in november 2016 uit
alle 506 inzendingen vijf koplopers, die in samenwerking met het ministerie van Justitie en Veiligheid
verder zijn uitgewerkt en gerealiseerd.

… zo vernietigen we de drone
Heb je de verdachte of kwaadwillende drone eenmaal in het vizier, dan is
het zaak om hem onschadelijk te maken. Maar hoe doe je dit zonder dat de
drone ongecontroleerd neerstort met alle paniek – en mogelijk letsel – tot
gevolg? Delft Dynamics en het Amsterdamse DRONATEC Industries hebben
hiervoor een oplossing.

Microflown

Delft Dynamics maakte in 2017 veel testvluchten met de DroneCatcher en
kreeg volop publiciteit. Het bedrijf presenteerde de nieuwste versie op de
gerenommeerde Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEI) beurs
in Londen en bij onder meer de Koninklijke Marechaussee. De bedoeling is om
de DroneCatcher-systemen zo snel mogelijk productierijp te krijgen om begin
2018 de eerste orders te kunnen aannemen.
www.dronecatcher.nl

Microflown heeft zijn detectiesysteem uitvoerig getest in twee grote
steden. Dit heeft geleid tot een ‘eerste generatie’-systeem (‘Sky Sentry’)
dat is verkocht voor defensiedoeleinden. De techniek wordt verfijnd, zodat
een toekomstig systeem nog complexere scenario’s aan kan.
www.microflown-avisa.com
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D-FENCE
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Richtantenne creëert
no-fly-zone
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Telefoonhond

DJI

Telefoonspeurhond

Mail: Jelte Penninga,
j.penninga@dji.minjus.nl, of
Floor Kloosterman van DJI,
f.kloosterman@dji.minjus.nl

Hij heet ook wel de nieuwe vijand van gevangenen, telefoonhond Bello of
zijn collega Amy. Beide Duitse herders speuren sinds kort naar verborgen
mini-mobieltjes in de gevangenis. Telefoons zijn verboden, maar door het
kleine formaat – maatje pink – smokkelt het bezoek van de gevangene ze
gemakkelijk naar binnen. Geen gepiep bij de detectiepoortjes; de slimme
mobieltjes bevatten geen metalen delen. ‘Zo treffen we deze mini-mobieltjes steeds vaker aan in de gevangenis’, zegt Jelte Penninga, als directeur
Operatie van de Dienst Vervoer en Ondersteuning van de Dienst Justitiële
Inrichtingen (DJI) verantwoordelijk voor de speurhonden. ‘Gedetineerden kunnen ongecontroleerd naar buiten bellen, hun criminele activiteiten voortzetten.’ Volgens Penninga helpen technische hulpmiddelen,
zoals de Mobifinder, wel bij het vinden, maar de honden hebben meer
succes. De telefoonhond ruikt een verstopt mobieltje door alles heen. Bij
succes krijgt hij een beloning: complimenten van zijn baas en hij mag
even spelen. DJI zet de telefoonhond dagelijks in; altijd vindt hij wel een
paar toestellen.
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Dronearend
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BRAM

RvdK ,
wijkteams
regio Twente

Nog één keer op tafel

Two2
Tango

Two2Tango
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Kinderen
uit de
knel

KJTC,
Lorentzhuis

Platform voor relatietwijfelaars

Kinderen uit de knel

Een digitaal platform voor stellen uit Noord-Holland die twijfelen aan hun relatie
of niet meer samen verder willen. Op www.two2tango.info vinden zij informatie
over de gevolgen en de keuzes die ze moeten maken als ze uit elkaar willen. Het
doel: vechtscheidingen voorkomen. Two2Tango is een coöperatie van zeven
welzijnsorganisaties in Noord-Holland. De initiatiefnemers geloven dat mensen
een meer weloverwogen keuze maken als zij beter nadenken over bijvoorbeeld
de gevolgen voor hun kinderen als ze gaan scheiden. De portal is nog in
ontwikkeling, maar zo’n dertig cliënten van de betrokken welzijnsorganisaties
maken er al gebruik van. Zij hebben gratis toegang tot een besloten digitale
omgeving waarbinnen ze online begeleiding krijgen van maatschappelijk
werkers. Het streven is dat de besloten omgeving in 2018 toegankelijk is voor
alle inwoners in Noord-Holland.

Ouders die verstrikt raken in conflicten rond de
scheiding, bijvoorbeeld over zorg voor de kinderen, kunnen meedoen aan ‘Kinderen uit de knel’.
Zowel ouders als kinderen volgen hierbij groepsbijeenkomsten met andere ouders en kinderen.
In de oudergroep krijgen ouders hulp van therapeuten om de destructieve strijd te stoppen.
Daarnaast helpen, coachen en inspireren ouders
ook elkaar. Kinderen uit de knel is een samenwerkingsproject van het Kinder- en Jeugdtraumacentrum (KJTC) en het Lorentzhuis, centrum voor
systeemtherapie, opleiding en consultatie.

Mail met innovatiemanager Ymke Rinsema, ymke.rinsema@two2tango.info.
Of kijk op www.two2tango.info.

Op www.kinderenuitdeknel.nl kom je meer te
weten over deze aanpak. Of stuur een mailtje
naar info@kinderenuitdeknel.nl.

Meer weten? Pieter Stoop (EKSS, 06-29502259),
info@ekss.nl, www.ekss.nl.

Ze was boos, wilde helemaal niet uit
elkaar, maar haar partner besloot anders.
En dus bleef Petra* alleen achter met haar
driejarige dochter en zoontje van negen
maanden. Zij was boos, haar familie was
wóedend en zei: ‘Híj wilde weg, no way dat
hij de kinderen nog te zien krijgt.’ Zo
geschiedde. Een jaar vol woede en verdriet
volgde. Tot het moment dat de rechter
ingreep. Hij adviseerde Petra en haar exman aan de slag te gaan met BRAM, een
methode van wijkteams en de Raad voor
de Kinderbescherming regio Twente.
BRAM stimuleert vechtende ex-geliefden
nog één keer samen om tafel te gaan,
begeleid door hulpverleners. En zo goede
afspraken te maken over de omgang met
de kinderen, voordat de rechter een
beslissing neemt. Ook Petra en haar ex
zaten gingen weer samen om tafel. De
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begeleiding hielp. ‘Als je boos bent, luister
je niet meer naar elkaar. Dan is het
moeilijk om gezamenlijke afspraken te
maken.’ Het grootste inzicht voor Petra:
‘Het gaat niet om mijn gevoelens, maar
om die van de kinderen. Daarom moet
ik soms loslaten. Figuurlijk door te
accepteren dat ze bij papa nu eenmaal
wat minder gezond eten dan bij mama;
letterlijk door ze op vrijdagavond uit te
zwaaien en ze een fijn weekend bij hun
vader te wensen. Dat doe ik nog steeds
met pijn in m’n hart, maar de lach van
mijn dochter als ze haar vader ziet, maakt
veel goed.’
Meer weten over BRAM? Mail Ypie Terpstra van
de Raad voor de Kinderbescherming:
y.terpstra@rvdk.minjenv.nl.
*Petra is niet haar echte naam

Innovatieplan
Rechtszorg

Hiil

Rechtszorg bij scheiding
De huidige juridische aanpak bij scheidingen vergroot en versterkt conflicten; wie nu naar de rechter gaat, moet
bang zijn voor meer conflicten, kosten
en escalatie. Dat stelt Maurits Barendrecht, directeur van Hiil, stichting voor
advies en innovatie van het rechtsbestel. In zijn Innovatieplan Rechtszorg pleit hij voor hervorming van de

scheidingsprocedure naar een minder
polariserende, meer probleemoplossende rechtsgang.
Het innovatieplan rechtszorg is te lezen
op www.hiil.org. Mail met directeur
Maurits Barendrecht voor meer informatie:
maurits.barendrecht@hiil.org.

‘A platform for people with
relationship problems is an
interesting application of internet
technology. Online applications can
actually be good intermediaries, as
both parties consider them to be
independent and the applications
ask the right questions without
overlooking anything. In this way,
technology can have a de-escalating
effect. Uitelkaar.nl, for example,
helps prevent contentious divorces.’
P13

Politie, TNO,
ministerie van
Defensie, Guard
from Above

Zeearend pikt
drones uit de lucht
Wie jaagt er op vliegende prooien? Een roofvogel.
Toen de politie moest verzinnen hoe zij illegaal vliegende drones moest aanpakken, kwam het idee van de
roofvogel naar voren. ‘En het werkt!’ zegt Mark Wiebes
(innovatiemanager bij de politie). Met de getrainde
zeearenden – een samenwerking met het bedrijf Guard
from Above – heeft de politie de mogelijkheid om in te
grijpen. Wiebes: ‘Bijvoorbeeld als drones te dicht bij
een vliegveld vliegen of gebruikt worden om smokkelwaar naar gevangenissen te brengen. Of als er vanuit
een drone beelden worden gemaakt waar dat niet de
bedoeling is, bij evenementen of op plekken waar
hoogwaardigheidsbekleders komen. Dan kunnen de
arenden in actie komen.’
In de trainingen leren de vogels op commando een
drone vangen en naar een ‘veilig’ gebied brengen.
De politie liet TNO uitzoeken of de rotorbladen van
drones de vogelpootjes niet zouden beschadigen.
Om eventuele schade te voorkomen, ontwikkelden
zij speciale snijwerende schoentjes voor de vogels.
De succesvolle training van de zeearenden betekent
niet dat de vogels straks overal te zien zijn, stelt Mark
Wiebes: ‘Of we ze gaan inzetten, is de vraag. Maar de
vogels kunnen het.’
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Verdubbeling asielstromen
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In 2015 registreerde Nederland ruim 43.000 asielzoekers en bijna 14.000 nareizende familieleden, twee keer zo veel
als in 2014. De vorige piek in asielstromen was in 1994, met vooral vluchtelingen uit voormalig Joegoslavië (cijfers CBS).

Asielzoekerstroom dwingt
tot innovatieve oplossingen

#57

INNOVATIE

Met de oorlog in Syrië op een hoogtepunt, meldden zich in 2015 ruim
57.000 asielzoekers aan de Nederlandse grens. Niet eerder kwam de
vreemdelingenketen zo onder druk te staan. Om beter voorbereid te zijn op
pieken in asielstromen, werkt het Centraal Orgaan opvang Asielzoekers samen
met maatschappelijke instellingen aan innovatieve huisvesting.

#19

Speurratten

COA, VNG,
Rijksbouwmeester

Oplossingen voor huisvesting
De onverwachte toestroom van vluchtelingen van 2015 stelde het Centraal
Orgaan opvang Asielzoekers (COA) en de Immigratie- en Naturalisatiedienst
(IND) voor een enorme opgave. Asielzoekerscentra stroomden vol en de
doorstroming van statushouders stagneerde door gebrek aan beschikbare
woonruimte. In allerijl realiseerde het COA met veiligheidsregio’s en gemeenten door het hele land crisisopvanglocaties. Omwonenden voelden zich onder
druk gezet, op sommige plekken ontstond maatschappelijke onrust.

Prijsvraag
Om beter te kunnen inspelen op een volgende piek, schreven het COA en
rijksbouwmeester Floris Alkemade een prijsvraag uit: A Home away from
Home. ‘We vroegen de maatschappij om mee te denken over innovatieve
huisvestingsoplossingen’, zegt Carolien Schippers, unitmanager huisvesting bij het COA. ‘De huisvesting moest snel verplaatsbaar zijn, duurzaam
en, na vertrek van vluchtelingen, geschikt voor andere tijdelijke bewoners.’
Uit 366 inzendingen koos een jury zes winnaars. Schippers: ‘Een prachtig
resultaat: zes fantastische ontwerpen, waarvan een aantal direct inzetbaar is. Gemeenten en woningcorporaties toonden al interesse.’

Politie

Bruine rat eersteklas
speurneus
Kruitslijm op een hand. Illegale sigaretten en vuurwerk. Menselijke
overblijfselen in de grond. Noem het, de bruine rat ruikt het.
‘Binnen een halve dag leert een rat een nieuwe geur te herkennen
en de aanwezigheid daarvan te melden. Dat kan veel betekenen
in de opsporing’, vertelt Mark Wiebes (innovatiemanager bij de
politie). Sinds begin 2017 leidt de politie bruine ratten op. Waarom
ratten? Wiebes: ‘Een rat is een speurneus eerste klas, hij is heel
goed in zijn “werk”, geuren herkennen, en kan accuraat aangeven
of een geur wel of niet aanwezig is.’ Ratten zijn goed te trainen, het
zijn slimme beestjes. Maar ze zijn ook timide, vertelt Wiebes, ze
werken het liefst in een veilige omgeving. ‘In de praktijk betekent
dit dat we de samples met sporen naar de rat in het lab moeten
brengen, in plaats van dat de rat ter plekke kan snuffelen.’

‘Fascinating: the deployment of
animals in police work. Instead of
deploying high tech, why not use a
sea eagle to take drones out of the
sky? And bees and rats turn out to be
great detectives when it comes to
finding cannabis and gunpowder.’
P20

Home away
from home

Azc-hotel
Eén van de winnende ontwerpen is Re-settle, een tentachtige huisvesting
van polystyreen met als belangrijkste pluspunt de privacy van bewoners.
Omdat polystyreen voor 96 procent uit lucht bestaat, is de Re-settle-tent
heel licht. Vanwege de hoge isolatiewaarde wordt nu bekeken of de units
inzetbaar zijn in vluchtelingenkampen in Jordanië.
Veelbelovend is de exploitatievorm van een andere winnaar, Hotel Nice to meet
you!: een bestaand azc gecombineerd met een hotel. De indeling van het
gebouw is flexibel aan te passen aan de vraag. Nijmegen heeft de primeur:
aan de Stieltjesstraat is het eerste Hotel Nice to meet you! gerealiseerd.

Vluchtelingen in de
Tilburgse wijk
Fatima schrijven zich
in december 2015 in
bij een tijdelijke
opvanglocatie

De overige winnaars in de huisvestingscompetitie zijn:
Evolutionary Wooden Houses, Nieuwe buren, nieuwe erven, nieuwe oogsten,
SolarCabin, en ComfortCity – De Tussenruimte.
Zie: www.ahomeawayfromhome.nl
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Data
analyse
asielstromen
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ministerie
van JenV,
WODC

Data-analyse
vluchtelingenstromen
Als het aan Frank Willemsen van het Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum (WODC) ligt, laten we
ons niet meer verrassen zoals in 2015. Hij onderzoekt voor
JenV hoe data kunnen helpen prognoses te maken over een
eventuele nieuwe piek in asielaanvragen.
Willemsen analyseert het verband tussen gebeurtenissen
door online data (bijvoorbeeld van Google) te vergelijken met
instroomcijfers. Zo ontdekte hij dat de ontwikkeling van de
instroom van vluchtelingen in de EU – per maand van 2008
tot 2016 – in vorm opvallende gelijkenis vertoont met fluctuaties in het zoekgedrag van mensen uit Arabisch sprekende
landen. ‘Tot mijn verbazing vertoonden de trendlijnen van
het aantal geregistreerde asielzoekers en – één tot twee maanden eerder – het aantal zoekacties in Google vanuit Syrië en
Irak op de term “asiel”, nagenoeg dezelfde pieken en dalen.’

Prognoses
Willemsem onderzoekt nu welke andere zoektermen relevant zijn. Ook is hij op zoek naar andere (data)bronnen met
mogelijk voorspellende waarde en hoe zij bij die prognoses
ook kennis van experts kunnen inzetten. Zij kunnen dan
naast voorspellingen over de te verwachten instroom een
early warning system ontwikkelen op basis van realtime data,
zoals zoekgedrag.
Ook op andere plekken in Europa werken onderzoekers aan
prognose- en verdelingsmodellen. Zo werkt Zweden aan een
model dat gebruikmaakt van Big Data en voorspellende
algoritmen om de verdeling van vluchtelingen over de EU te
modelleren. ‘Maar pas op’, waarschuwt Willemsen, ‘voorspellingen gaan vaak gepaard met grote onbetrouwbaarheidmarges. De kans dat je ernaast zit, is behoorlijk groot. Maar:
realtime data stellen ons in staat om grote toenames op korte
termijn te zien aankomen.’
Zie www.wodc.nl of mail met Frank Willemsen,
f.willemsen@minjenv.nl.

‘I’m happy to see innovations
being used to tackle big social
issues. Re-settle is one such
innovation: a tent-like polystyrene
accommodation, very light but
highly insulating, which can be used
in refugee camps. We need many
more of these kinds of innovations.’
P64
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The public prosecutor in the classroom

For a small fee, a judge will visit you at
home to resolve disputes quickly. P6

The Public Prosecution Service shows students
what they can do to contribute to a safe society.
P24

#03 - 07

#21- 23

Drones and counter drones
Four systems that track and eliminate
dangerous drones. P8

Nudging people into
the desired behaviour
Innovation through nudging in three steps. P25

#08 -13

#24

Six ways to make a contentious divorce
easier on the children. P13

Vibrating vest with sensors helps soldiers and
police officers to navigate and communicate. P28

Online divorce support

#14

Who’s who?
‘On the move’ provides up-to-date
information about all your colleagues. P18

#15 -19

Animal detectives
Meet the latest police recruits: AAI
and telephone tracker dogs, rats,
cannabis bees and the eagle that takes
down drones. P20

Peaks in asylum
flows require
innovative solutions

Op www.guardfromabove.com vind je leuke filmpjes van de arend in actie. Voor meer
informatie kun je terecht bij: Mark Wiebes van de politie, mark.wiebes@politie.nl.

Het wordt zo langzamerhand een aardige dierentuin bij politie en justitie. Paarden en honden
voor handhaving en speurwerk krijgen gezelschap
van aaihonden, telefoonspeurhonden, hennepbijen, bruine ratten en een exoot als de dronearend. Welkom in de dierenwereld van JenV.

EKKS

Het winnende idee: ‘Iedere school een
expert’. Een driedaagse training om leraren
op te leiden tot ‘scheidingsexperts’, zodat zij
ouders en kinderen bij een scheiding beter
kunnen begeleiden. Het idee komt van docent
Pieter Stoop. Het viel hem op dat veel scholen
voor onderwerpen als rouw en pesten verplichte protocollen hebben, maar dat er voor
het begeleiden van kinderen van gescheiden
ouders vaak niets vastligt. Zijn doel: iedere
school een expert. Stichting Expertisebureau
Kind | School | Scheiding organiseerde in
oktober 2017 de eerste trainingen.

DRONATEC Industries ontwikkelde een prototype van
D-FENCE, waarmee het bedrijf verschillende demonstraties gaf.
In Nederland, maar ook onder andere in de Verenigde Staten en
Engeland. Zodra een concrete bestelling volgt, wordt D-FENCE
in productie genomen.
www.cobbsindustries.com/nl

Arend in actie zien?

De staat van

Scheidingsexpert op
iedere
school

Scheidingsexpert
op iedere school

DRONATEC Industries ontwikkelde een richtantenne die
drones op honderden meter afstand onschadelijk maakt met
behulp van microgolven. Hoe? De richtantenne beschiet de
drone met een geconcentreerde dosis elektromagnetische
straling. Hierdoor raken de elektrische systemen van de
drone overbelast (maar dus geen apparaten in de buurt),
waardoor de software binnen enkele microseconden vastloopt. Gevolg: de drone schakelt zijn beveiligingssystemen
in voor een noodlanding. Op deze manier kan het mobiele
systeem van DRONATEC, dat samen met detectieapparatuur
in een kleine container past, een virtueel hek in het luchtruim creëren (D-FENCE genaamd), oftewel: een
voor ongewenste drones.

Bees and rats
as detectives
INNOVATIE

#11

DRONATEC
Industries

‘This intriguing technology uses
acoustics to locate flying drones.
An acoustic sensor hears the drone,
even with objects in between.
Sounds like fun: ‘hearing around the
corner’! Another technology ‘toasts’
the drone from a distance, using a
kind of microwave radiation,
rendering it uncontrollable so it
has to make an emergency landing.
These kinds of inventions make
my engineer’s heart beat faster.’
P8
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Zo spotten we de drone…
Drones zijn klein van stuk en relatief stil en daardoor zeker als ze hoger vliegen lastig met het
blote oog te spotten. Daarbij is de menselijke waarneming niet altijd betrouwbaar, bijvoorbeeld
in het donker of op plekken waar weinig mensen zijn. In dat geval zet je je kaarten liever op een
geautomatiseerd systeem dat drones opmerkt en volgt. Robin Radar Systems uit Den Haag en
Microflown uit Arnhem ontwikkelden hier beide een systeem voor.
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‘This magazine showcases
a wonderful diversity of
innovations from many different
angles. It demonstrates that
everyone can be innovative in any
situation. Let yourself be inspired
and think of the challenges you
want to take up in your own
professional practice. These
57 cases show that anything is
possible, from the latest
technology for identifying
drones to online support in
contentious divorce cases, and
from innovative ways of engaging
the judiciary to new roles
for animals.’

Practical app that enables investigators to
consult protocols, checklists and documents
on the go. P5

Websites that help
prevent contentious
divorces

Hearing, seeing and feeling

The State of Innovation

The state of innovation in the field of J&S and
why innovation is important. P30
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J&S encourages innovation in many ways.
An overview of the tools. P32
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Finding a body buried in a forest or detecting a fire
hazard: new possibilities of satellite technology.
P38
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Travel

Six innovations in the airport departure lounge.
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vulnerable people’s social network. P46
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In prevention, investigations and firefighting,
VR and AR can help us ‘see’ and ‘hear’ the
experiences of a witness or practise firefighting
in hard-to-reach places. P47
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P52
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Biometrics in an electronic tag. Where’s the boy
from the juvenile detention centre? And how is he
feeling? P58
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Trace evidence
New techniques that contribute to smarter and
faster forensic investigations. P60
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Innovative housing and better prognoses
thanks to data analysis. P64
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Colour the Night
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hat is innovation?
That question is not
so easy to answer.
Look carefully at
the illustration on
the cover of this magazine. What do we
actually see here? Some see an ‘OK’ gesture,
while others see a light bulb. But what the
illustration actually expresses is the way we
see innovation at the Dutch Ministry of Justice
and Security (J&S). By looking at things in
different ways, we come up with innovative
ideas. Such ideas are very much needed in our
daily work. The world around us is changing
fast and requires us to adapt continuously.
That’s why innovation is so important to
J&S and why it’s everyone’s responsibility.
Inspiration happens in the workplace, among
colleagues and when working together with
knowledge institutes and companies. And it
doesn’t matter if it fails. Compare it to firing a

The State of Innovation is a one-off
publication of the Ministry of
Justice and Security (J&S), with a
print run of 1,000 copies. The
magazine provides an overview
of the innovative developments
and projects that feature in the
Ministry’s daily work. The
opinions expressed in this
publication are not necessarily
those of J&S.
Do you have questions,
suggestions or comments,

or would you like to receive
a copy?
Email: innovatie@minvenj.nl.
www.innoveermeemetjenv.nl
Editors-in-chief Aicha Gasmi
and But Klaasen Coordination
Aicha Gasmi Concept Heino
van Benthum, Jelle Hoogendam
and Caroline Togni (Maters &
Hermsen)
Final editing Heino van Benthum
and Caroline Togni
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shotgun: nobody complains about the ninety
percent of pellets that miss their target. Or,
as innovation specialist and professor at the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Han Gerrits
says in this magazine: ‘Innovation requires
perseverance’. Take the case of Edison. It took
him 9,000 attempts before he perfected the
light bulb we still use today. Likewise, this
magazine describes various innovations at
J&S. Some of them didn’t make it, but this is
part and parcel of innovation. We see the glass
as being half full rather than half empty.
J&S’s activities in innovation are also changing
with the times. Increasingly, we see threats
as opportunities to solve social issues with
the help of new insights, technologies and
methods. But when are innovations successful?
In our eyes, this is when they have an impact
on society, and when they contribute to
J&S’s goals. However, measuring how they
do this and to what degree is not easy. What
we can do though, is to provide an overview
of innovations in our line of work without
attempting to be exhaustive. This provides
insight into the diversity of our projects,
allowing us to begin to answer the question of
whether we’re being successful. But above all,
this overview will lead to new inspiration.
I hope you will enjoy reading about our
innovations and find some inspiration in them.
Siebe Riedstra, Secretary-General of the Dutch
Ministry of Justice and Security
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Police

@ppsporing for
investigators on the go
This app will enable police investigators to always
have all information at hand at the crime scene. They
have easy access to all relevant protocols, checklists
and documents. The tool is particularly useful for
relatively inexperienced investigators.
Criminal investigator Roel Wolfert, on call for regional
crime squad Oost-Nederland, explains how @ppsporing
works. ‘If I get a call in the middle of the night, telling
me, for instance, that a body has been found, I always
take my iPad to the crime scene. In the app, I enter the
relevant search term, such as ‘body found’. This
immediately shows me what I need to do: identify the
body, call forensics, and determine the cause of death.
It also gives me access to an extensive list of telephone
numbers. I’ve only been on call since the start of this year
and use the app in cases where I still lack experience.
For me, that’s the main added value of this app. It’s also
convenient that I don’t have to update protocols myself
and that I can email the log and the witness statements
taken down at the crime scene to myself. It saves a great
deal of time.’
See www.politie.nl/q or email appsporing@politie.nl.

Six benefits of @ppsporing:
1. I nvestigators always have
the right information at hand.
2. T
 he app editors keep the
manual up to date, relieving
investigators of this task.
3. I nvestigators can take down
witness statements at the
scene digitally.
4. Investigators email their

report from the crime scene
to their workplace, with
no need to copy any text
manually.
5. Information becomes
available faster to partners
in the on-call process chain.
6. Victims and witnesses get
help faster.
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Fast legal rulings thanks
to easy-access judge

In the experience of judge Ton Lennaerts, access to the courts
has become largely inaccessible to ordinary citizens. It prompted
him to come up with the concept of the ‘easy-access judge’:
for a small fee, a judge will come round to look at a case and
make a proposal or hand down a decision.

#02

Easy-access judges

Forms, protocols, long procedures – for many people,
taking a dispute to court is too much hassle. The
cost involved is also a factor. Take, for example, a
handyman owed five hundred euros by a client. In
order to claim this money, he has to pay a court fee as
well as hire a lawyer at a considerable hourly rate.
That’s why a great many cases never make it to court.
Judge Ton Lennaerts of the North Netherlands District
Court came up with a solution: the easy-access judge.
This initiative seeks to make legal rulings more
accessible, faster and less expensive. How does it
work? Without the involvement of lawyers, judges
sit down with citizens or companies involved in a
dispute. In the course of the conversation (or series of
conversations, if needed), the two parties try to reach
a settlement with the judge’s help. If this fails, the
judge hands down a decision. Private individuals pay a
fee of € 39.50, while companies pay a little more. The
disputes may be money-related but may also concern
neighbour disputes, contested dismissals or cases
of damage. If one of the parties does not wish to
make use of the easy-access judge, a standard court
procedure is still an option (e.g., in a subdistrict
court).

Public Prosecution
Service, North Netherlands
District Court

On 1 October 2016, an ongoing pilot started with eight
judges of the North Netherlands District Court. By mid
August, twenty-five cases had been dealt with, the
great majority of which were settled in the ‘talking
phase’. Judge Arjen van der Meer arbitrated a
neighbour dispute. In this case, involving the two
parties in a conversation worked well. ‘Initially, the
two neighbours wouldn’t even allow the other party
onto their premises. At the start of the conversation,
emotions prevailed and there was quite a row.
However, as time passed, both parties became more
realistic and we were able to reach a workable
agreement.’ An initial evaluation shows that citizens
and companies who participated in the pilot are
positive about the concept. They are particularly happy
about the speed of the process. ‘Conflict really wears
people down,’ says Lennaerts. ‘It can even lead to
hospital admissions or psychological treatment.
Virtually everyone who opts for this model is
interested in a speedy settlement. The easy-access
judge meets this need, which is a good step forward.’
Contact Ton Lennaerts at a.lennaerts@rechtspraak.nl or go to
www.rechtspraak.nl.

The wallpapering case
Easy-access judge Arjen van der Meer discusses a case between a contractor and his clients at the clients’
home. The clients claim a wallpapering job was not carried out correctly.

Digital lawsuits are being introduced step by step. For businesses that are party to a lawsuit, digital litigation has been
mandatory since March 2017 for civil actions brought before the Supreme Court and, since June 2017, for asylum and
detention cases brought before any court. Citizens retain the option of choosing between digital or paper litigation.

In the photo, left to right: the contractor, registrar Jan Brolsma, judge Arjen van der Meer, Ton Lennaerts,
the client and her husband.
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Drones are great toys.
But in the wrong hands,
they become tools for
spying, smuggling or
worse. Counter-drones
make short work of these
airborne weapons.

W

alk into an electronics
shop and you can have
your pick of drones. For
less than a hundred
euros, you can buy a
quadcopter – fitted with
four rotors – with a reach of about a hundred
metres. If you’re prepared to pay substantially
more, you can get a drone that flies several
kilometres at nearly 100km per hour, optionally
fitted with a thermal imaging camera. Naturally,
the government is worried: anyone with
malicious intent can apply this universally
accessible technology in many different ways,
using drones for smuggling, spying, causing
panic, or as weapons.

To stimulate the development of tools for
countering malicious drones, in 2015, the
National Coordinator for Security and
Counterterrorism (NCTV) invited businesses
to take part in a Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) Competition. This challenges
entrepreneurs to come up with innovative
products to solve social problems. The businesses
submitting the best tenders will be able to
participate in a feasibility study, with the most
interesting ideas being given an opportunity for
further development. The NCTV allocated € 1.75
million to support the development of the four
most promising ideas: two ideas for tracking
drones and two for eliminating them.
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This is how we spot the drone…
Drones are small and relatively silent, making them hard to spot with the naked eye, especially
when flying at higher altitudes. What’s more, human observation is not always reliable,
especially in the dark or in places where there aren’t many people. In such cases, it would be
safer to focus on an automated system for spotting and tracking drones. Robin Radar Systems
(based in The Hague) and Microflown (based in Arnhem) both developed such a system.

#03

Mobile radar

Robin Radar
Systems

#04

Acoustic
Multi-Mission
Sensor

Microflown

...and this is how we destroy it
Once you have detected the suspicious or malicious drone, it has to be rendered
harmless. But how do you do this without causing an uncontrolled crash,
leading to panic and possibly injury? Delft Dynamics and the Amsterdam
company DRONATEC Industries have a solution for this.

#05

DroneCatcher

Delft Dynamics

Mobile radar

Acoustic sensor

Catching drones with a net

Robin Radar Systems has built a system around tried and
tested radar technology: emitting radio waves and capturing
their reflections to determine the direction, distance, height
and speed of visible objects. The company earned its stripes by
developing a popular radar system for detecting and identifying
birds. This system is useful not only in aviation but also in
protecting bird and bat populations in the vicinity of wind
farms. Building on this technology, Robin Radar Systems
developed a mobile radar system that detects and follows drones
when they’re still kilometres away – including in dense fog or in
the dark, and even when there’s a whole flock of drones. If there
are birds flying in between the drones, Robin Radar Systems’
invention can tell the different airspace users apart.

Microflown AVISA has developed a system that can ‘hear’ the soft
whirring of drones. Unlike radar, this technology does not require a
direct line of sight, making it especially suitable for urban areas in
which buildings impede the view. How does it work? Unlike a
traditional microphone, which registers sound pressure using a
membrane, Microflown uses the other value in acoustics, namely
particle velocity. This is measured with the help of two ultra-thin,
heated platinum threads. The result is the Acoustic Multi-Mission
Sensor (AMMS), an acoustic sensor measuring 30cm across that can
detect, locate and track audio sources with great accuracy. By installing
a grid of such sensors on the rooftops of flat buildings and linking them
up, all sorts of useful security-related information can be gleaned. The
sensor can detect not only where a hostile drone is flying, but also pick
up where exactly an explosion has taken place, for example, or where
a sniper is shooting from.

The DroneCatcher, an invention developed by Delft Dynamics, is aptly
named. When it has a hostile drone in its sights, it shoots a net out of a
cylinder under high pressure. Rubber pellets on the edges of the net – which
measures about 3x3m – make sure it unfolds neatly in the air. When the net
comes into contact with the drone’s rotor blades, these will get hopelessly
stuck. The result: the drone tumbles out of the sky. To prevent panic and
damage on the ground, the DroneCatcher carries the captured drone away
through the air by means of a cable connected to the net. Once a safe
location is reached, a parachute ensures a soft landing. The DroneCatcher
can be deployed as a mobile installation – for instance, mounted on a police
or army vehicle – ready for use during high-risk events.

The company’s experiments with prototypes resulted in Elvira,
a commercial drone detection system with a range of up to 9km,
which two people can mount within 30 minutes. The system can
be operated using only a tablet computer, but the images can also
be streamed live to a control room.
www.robinradar.com

Microflown has tested its detection systems extensively in two big cities,
leading to a ‘first-generation’ system, Sky Sentry, sold to serve national
defence purposes. The technique is being refined so that a future system
will be able to handle even more complex scenarios.
www.microflown-avisa.com

Delft Dynamics sent the DroneCatcher on a string of test flights in 2017,
generating a great deal of publicity. The company presented the latest
version at the Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEI) fair in
London, as well as to the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee and other parties.
The intention is to have the DroneCatcher systems ready for production as
soon as possible in order to meet the first orders in early 2018.
www.dronecatcher.nl

#06

D-FENCE

DRONATEC
Industries

Richtantenne creëert
no-fly zone
DRONATEC Industries has developed a directional antenna
that disables drones hundreds of metres away by means of
microwaves. How does this work? The directional antenna
fires a concentrated dose of electromagnetic radiation at
the drone, overloading its electrical systems, while nearby
appliances remain unaffected. The drone’s software will get
stuck within microseconds, prompting the drone to engage
its safety systems for an emergency landing. DRONATEC’s
mobile system, which fits in a small container along with the
detection equipment, can now create a virtual fence in the air
(referred to as D-FENCE). In other words: a no-fly zone for
undesirable drones.
DRONATEC Industries developed a prototype of D-FENCE
and demonstrated the system in the Netherlands, the US,
the UK and elsewhere. D-FENCE will enter production as soon
as a specific order for it has been placed.
www.cobbsindustries.com
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Online divorce support
Robots are on the rise, both in the sky (in the form of
a programmed drone) and on the ground. We also
increasingly see robots at the central government.

#07

Telepresence
robot

In the corridors of the Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sport you may well run into a ‘telepresence
robot’: a stand-in for physically absent colleagues.
An absent employee can log into the robot from
their home or elsewhere and operate it remotely
to attend a meeting, for instance. ‘The Ministry
staff were so pleased with the experiment that
they didn’t return the robot after the test,’ jokes
Pepijn van der Spek. Pepijn is Innovation Manager
at the central government’s Shared Service Centre
(SSC-ICT) and lent the robot to the Ministry of
Health, Welfare and Sport for a trial. Development
of the device was triggered specifically when a
Ministry employee had to be admitted to hospital
but wanted to keep working from the hospital
by attending meetings, says Van der Spek. But
wouldn’t it have been easier to use
videoconferencing? ‘A robot like ours works much
better,’ says Van der Spek. ‘For a videoconference
you have to go to a meeting room in which
everyone is staring at a screen. The robot, by
contrast, really stands in for the employee: it
makes the interaction much more natural. After
the meeting, the robot can even stop by a number
of colleagues for a chat. It may sound odd, but
that’s really what happens.’
Security robots
In the coming years, telepresence robots will
be an increasingly common sight at ministries

SSC-ICT, Ministry
of Health, Welfare
and Sport, J&S

as well as on company premises. In addition,
they’ll be taking over an increasing number of
tasks currently performed by people. For example,
the SSC-ICT’s innovation team is looking into the
deployment of cleaning and security robots. This
leads to the question of whether robots won’t
eliminate jobs for people. ‘I don’t think there will
be fewer jobs,’ says Van der Spek. ‘But the jobs on
offer will be different. This is precisely one of the
reasons why we’re conducting these trials: to start
discussions about the ramifications of
technological developments and address typical
questions, such as what this rise of robots will
mean for society, and how we can prepare for this
in our policies. These trials are helping to shape
our thoughts about these issues.’

Divorce doesn’t need to be synonymous with conflict. Suppose you could
sort out your divorce online. Imagine a ‘divorce expert’ in every school.
Just a few new ideas for putting an amicable end to a relationship.
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One in five divorces in the Netherlands ends up in
conflict, according to research carried out by Kantar
TNS. To reduce the number of conflict-ridden
divorces, a former member of the House of
Representatives set up the ‘Divorce Challenge’.
Anyone with a plan for reducing the number of
contentious divorces and their negative effects
on children was invited to send in their idea. In
November 2016, a panel of young experts selected
a shortlist of five from the total of 506 submissions.
These were then worked out in more detail in
collaboration with J&S.

#08

A divorce
expert
in every
school

EKSS

#09

Two2
Tango

Two2Tango

#10

Keeping
the kids
out of it

KJTC,
Lorentzhuis

A divorce expert
in every school

When you’re not sure your
relationship has a future

Keeping the kids
out of it

The winning idea was: ‘Every school is an
expert’. This is a three-day course to turn
teachers into ‘divorce experts’, so that they
can help parents and children in the event of
a divorce. The idea originated with teacher
Pieter Stoop. He noticed that many schools
have mandatory protocols for issues such as
grieving and bullying, but that there is often
nothing written down about providing
support to children whose parents are going
through a divorce. Stoop’s goal is for every
school to have an ‘expert’ on divorce in the
school. The first training sessions were
organised in October 2017 by an expertise
agency called Child/School/Divorce.

Two2Tango is a digital platform for couples who are uncertain about the
future of their relationship or have decided that they want to separate.
At www.two2tango.info they can find information about the consequences
of separation and the decisions that need to be made at such a time. The idea
behind this is to avoid contentious divorces. Two2Tango is a collaborative project
involving seven welfare organisations in the province of North Holland. The
initiators believe that people make better-informed decisions when they think
through the effects a divorce could have on, for example, their children. The
portal is still under development, but about thirty clients of the participating
welfare organisations are already making use of it. They have free access to a
private digital environment in which social workers provide them with online
support. The aim is to make this environment accessible to all residents of
North Holland in the course of 2018.

Parents embroiled in divorce-related disputes
(e.g., about the custody of their children) can join
‘Kinderen uit de knel’. In this project, both
parents and children take part in group meetings
with other parents and children. In the parent
group, therapists provide help in ending
destructive confrontations. The parents also
help, coach and inspire each other. This is a
collaborative project of the Child and Youth
Trauma Treatment Centre and Lorentzhuis,
a centre for systemic therapy, training and
consultation.

For more information, contact Pieter Stoop (EKSS),
info@ekss.nl, www.ekss.nl

Email innovation manager Ymke Rinsema, ymke.rinsema@two2tango.info
or see www.two2tango.info.

Find out more about this approach at
www.kinderenuitdeknel.nl or email
info@kinderenuitdeknel.nl.

#11

BRAM

RvdK,
regional
district teams

One final conversation
She was angry: she didn’t want to separate at
all, but her partner had decided otherwise.
Petra* was left behind with her three-yearold daughter and nine-month-old son. She
and her family were furious. ‘It was his idea
to leave. There’s no way he will ever see the
children again,’ she said. So he was denied
access to them. A year of anger and sadness
followed, until a judge intervened. He
suggested that Petra and her ex-husband try
BRAM, a method used by district teams and
the Child Care and Protection Board. BRAM
encourages quarrelling partners to get
together for one final conversation, under
the guidance of care workers. The idea is to
reach workable agreements about child
custody to prevent the judge having to
decide for them. Petra and her ex-husband
did sit down to talk, and the support they
received turned out to be helpful. ‘When

you’re angry, you no longer listen to each
other. That makes it very hard to reach
agreements,’ says Petra. ‘The most
important lesson I learned,’ she says, ‘is that
it’s not about my feelings but about those of
the children. This means that I sometimes
have to let go – figuratively, by accepting
that the food they eat when they’re with
their father is not always as healthy as the
food they eat when they’re with me; and
literally, by waving them goodbye on Friday
evening and wishing them a nice weekend
with their father. It still hurts to do that, but
my daughter’s smile when she sees her
father makes up for a lot.’
To find out more about BRAM, email Ypie Terpstra
of the Child Care and Protection Board: y.
terpstra@rvdk.minjenv.nl.
*The name Petra is fictitious
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Besides the five front-runner projects in
the Divorce Challenge, a number of other
projects for preventing contentious divorces
were submitted.

#13

Uitelkaar.nl

HiiL,
Modria,
RvR

Getting divorced online

#12

Doing
your
child
justice

Child Care and Protection
Board, Municipality of
The Hague, Court of The
Hague, Youth Protection
(West)

Doing your child justice
Fights, mutual blaming, misery... You’ve decided to separate,
but for the children’s sake you have to keep talking. Some
parents can’t manage it and carry on in fight mode. For these
parents, the programme ‘Doing your child justice’ offers
support. It helps ex-partners who, after a year, still haven’t
reached workable agreements about who gets to see the
children when. Together with welfare workers and other
parents in the same situation, they spend a whole week on
neutral ground to tackle their problems head on. Besides
benefiting from individual support, the various couples also
learn from each other. After all, although their issues may differ,
they are all united by the same goal: to gain an understanding of
their own actions and to accept that the focus is on the children,
not the parents. After the intensive week, participants will
continue to receive support for up to six months. ‘Doing your
child justice’ was a winner in the J&S innovation pitch (2014). It
led to a pilot, coordinated by the Opvoedpoli care organisation
and developed in cooperation with the Child Care and
Protection Board, the Municipality of The Hague, the Court
of The Hague and the Child Protection Unit (West).
The pilot was implemented by Opvoedpoli together with
Kwadraad, Horizon, the Dutch Association of Family Law,
Lawyers and Mediators, and Villa Pinedo. The method was
tested with nine couples. Of seven parents who were later
asked whether they would recommend it to others, five said
they would. If the research currently being carried out shows
the programme to be effective, it can become a part of the
standard social work procedure.
For more information, contact the Opvoedpoli/Care Express:
Manuela Boekweit (manuela@opvoedpoli.nl) or Erik van der Werve
(erik.vanderwerve@opvoedpoli.nl).

These days you can not only find a date online but also get a divorce online.
Uitelkaar.nl provides just such a service. The creators of this online divorce
tool say it prevents contentious divorces. Hugo and Janneke* have been
married for twenty years and have two teenage children. They still
appreciate each other, but they want to get divorced. They have a clear idea
of the agreements they want to reach and think that they will mostly be able
to work these out themselves. It is for such couples that the online divorce
tool www.uitelkaar.nl is intended. With this tool, ex-partners make a
divorce plan that includes arrangements about anything they want, as long
as it works from a legal point of view. Uitelkaar.nl is the result of
collaboration between the Hague Institute for Innovation of Law (HiiL), IT
company Modria and the Legal Aid Board (RvR). The tool helps prevent
conflicts, as the agreements people reach on their own initiative are more
likely to last, and reaching compromises has a de-escalating effect. It also
helps that people do not need to be in the same room to reach agreements
and that they can stay in their familiar home environment rather than
having to go to a lawyer’s office. Divorces where each partner has a lawyer
are usually more contentious. Since the start in November 2014, 900 cases
have been satisfactorily resolved. Users give the online support tool an
average mark of 7.7 out of ten.
See uitelkaar.nl for more information or email Laura Kistemaker:
laura.kistemaker@uitelkaar.nl.
*The names Hugo and Janneke are fictitious

‘To innovate is to be
open to change, to
hear out other points
of view, to see
cross-connections,
to partner up’
Jacqueline Kuyvenhoven,
Programme Director, J&S Changes

New types of crime, new threats, new challenges
to the constitutional state... The world is changing
fast and we must keep up to make sure the
Netherlands remains a just and safe society.
This is why innovation is important to J&S,
says Jacqueline Kuyvenhoven, Director of the
programme ‘J&S Changes’. This multi-year change
programme was set up, among other reasons,
to introduce new working methods at the
Ministry. ‘To innovate is to be open to change,’
says Kuyenhoven. ‘You need to be open to other
points of view, see cross-connections, and
cooperate. In that sense, innovation is a way of
thinking and working rather than a precisely
defined process.’
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Find the right
colleague with
‘On the Move’
Are you looking for a colleague?
Ask Anja, or better still, use the app
she invented, called ‘On the Move’.
Where did she get the idea?

#14

‘On the Move’ app

Anja de Jong, assistant to the Deputy
Minister of Justice and Security, often
needs to find the right people in the
department quickly. What about the
online Government Address Guide? Not
up to date. And, says De Jong, you can’t
search on terms like Job Description or
Area of Expertise, because such
information hasn’t been stored. ‘This
makes finding someone quite a
challenge.’ So she came up with her own
solution: an app called ‘On the Move’. It
contains the names, job titles, contact
details and areas of expertise of all J&S
employees. This app was one of the three
finalists in the J&S Innovation Pitch 2016.
There was general enthusiasm for it.
Clearly, De Jong wasn’t the only person
needing quick access to this type of
information. She asked her IT colleagues
for help, but it turned out that her idea
wouldn’t be easy to put into practice. So
the J&S IT Service Centre called in the
national government’s Shared Service
Centre ICT. Together with the J&S Service
Centre, the developers designed an app
that makes use of existing information,

J&S,
SSC-ICT

such as the Government Address Guide,
but is easier to use.
Adding data yourself
Meanwhile, a trial version of the app has
been developed. ‘It shows us that the idea
is feasible, even if not everything has been
programmed yet,’ says De Jong. ‘It will take
a while to get the app ready, but the trial
version shows what works, what doesn’t,
and what needs to be improved. This will
save time and money when making the
final version.’ The first version is not yet
interactive, but in the next version it will
be easy for users to add data themselves.
De Jong hopes the app, which will run
within the protected environment of
BlackBerry Work, will also result in more
complete and accurate data being
available throughout the Ministry. About
fifteen colleagues are participating in the
trial, and more will join them in due
course, says De Jong. ‘Eventually,
everybody will be able to use the app.’
To find out more about the app,
email Anja de Jong: a.j.de.jong@minjenv.nl.
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Want to see an eagle in action?
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At www.guardfromabove.com you can find fun videos of the eagle in action. For more
information, contact Mark Wiebes of the National Police, mark.wiebes@politie.nl.

Beastly
The police and the judiciary are turning into
quite a menagerie. Horses and dogs for law
enforcement and tracking are now being joined
by petting dogs, telephone tracker dogs, cannabis
bees, brown rats, and even a drone eagle.
Welcome to the animal world of J&S.

#15

Telephone dog

DJI

Telephone tracker dog

Email: Jelte Penninga,
j.penninga@dji.minjus.nl, or
Floor Kloosterman of DJI,
f.kloosterman@dji.minjus.nl

Telephone dog Bello and his colleague Amy are fast getting the reputation
as the prisoners’ new enemy. These two Alsatians have recently started
tracking down hidden mini-mobile phones in prisons. Telephones are not
allowed in gaol, but because they are extremely small, visitors find it easy
to smuggle them into prison. And as these clever phones don’t have any
metal parts, the scanners at the gates don’t beep. ‘We’re finding these
mini-mobile phones in prison more and more often,’ says Jelte Penninga
of the Custodial Institutions Agency (DJI). As Operations Director of the
Agency’s Transportation and Support Service, he oversees the work of the
tracker dogs. ‘With these phones, prisoners can make calls to the outside
world unchecked and so continue their criminal activities,’ he says.
According to Penninga, while technical support tools such as Mobifinder
do help find these phones, the success rate with the dogs is higher. The
telephone dogs smell hidden mobile phones through any barriers. When
they are successful, they get a reward: a compliment from their handler
and some time off to play. The Agency uses the telephone dogs on a daily
basis; they’re guaranteed to find a few phones every day.

#16

Drone
eagle

Police, TNO,
Ministry of
Defence, Guard
from Above

Want to see an eagle
in action?
What animals pick their prey out of the sky? Birds of
prey, of course. When the police needed to come up
with a way of countering illegally operated drones, the
idea of the bird of prey was brought forward. ‘And it
works!’ says Mark Wiebes, Innovation Manager at the
National Police. Trained sea eagles – a collaborative
project with the company Guard from Above – are
giving the police an opportunity to catch drones.
‘There are many situations where you might want to
do that,’ says Wiebes. ‘For instance, when drones are
flying too close to an airport, when they’re being
used to smuggle goods into prison, or when they’re
recording images where they’re not supposed to.
That’s when the eagles can come into action.’
During training, the birds learn to catch a drone on
command and to take it to a ‘safe’ area. The police asked
the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific
Research, TNO, to see whether the rotor blades of
drones might injure the birds’ claws. In order to avoid
any injury, TNO developed special cut-resistant ‘shoes’
for the birds. The successful training of the eagles does
not mean they’ll soon be a common sight. ‘It remains to
be seen whether the birds will actually be deployed,’
says Wiebes, ‘but at least we know they’re able to do it.’

#17

Tracker rats

Police

The brown rat:
a first-rate sleuth
Gunshot residue on a hand, illegal cigarettes and fireworks, buried
human remains – you name it, the brown rat can smell it. ‘It takes
a rat half a day to learn to identify a new smell and indicate its
presence. This can make a great difference to investigations,’
says Mark Wiebes, Innovation Manager at the National Police. The
police have been training brown rats since early 2017. Why rats?
‘Rats make first-rate sleuths,’ he says. ‘They’re great at identifying
smells, and can indicate with great accuracy whether a given smell
is there or not.’ What’s more, rats are easy to train. ‘They’re smart
animals. But they’re also timid,’ says Wiebes. ‘They prefer working
in a safe environment. In practice, this means we have to take
forensic samples to the rat in the lab, instead of taking the rat out
there to sniff around on site.’
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AAI dog

#19

Police, Avans
Hogeschool

The police dog is your
best friend
‘You can tell me everything.’ Twix, the youngest employee of the
Rotterdam police vice squad, lifts his loyal brown snout to look at you.
Vice investigator Marianne van Loo still remembers when she used Twix,
a Polish Lowland Sheepdog, for the first time. ‘It was with a boy of about
twelve, a cool kid who wouldn’t easily open up about his feelings. While
I was in the hallway talking with his father, Twix began to whine from
behind the door. “What’s a dog doing here?” the boy asked. While he
was being interviewed, he asked if he could see the dog later. We said he
could. As he was reading over his statement, the dog came in, and in no
time the two of them were having a great time playing. Giving the dog a
biscuit, throwing up a ball. The tough, surly teen became a sweet, relaxed
young boy. A dog can defuse tension and provide distraction.’
Van Loo is specialised in interviewing techniques that help people to talk
about their experiences. ‘Twix provides that extra bit of help.’ Her target
group of 12-18-year-olds sometimes refuse to talk at difficult moments.
‘They’re tough and at times difficult teenagers. As an interviewer, you
always find a solution, eventually. But having the dog there does
something to young victims,’ says Van Loo. Especially when young victims
of a sexual offence are being asked to talk about the intimate things that
happened to them, the dog can provide distraction. Van Loo recalls one
case where a girl wrote: ‘Twix came to me when things were tough for
me.’ Victims pet the dog or give him a treat while looking away during a
difficult moment in the interview.
Van Loo is fond of dogs and has always been a dog owner herself. She
instantly warmed to the plan to introduce Animal-Assisted Intervention
(AAI). The idea originated with Arno de Bruijn, of the Rotterdam Police.
While creating a video about police work in Rotterdam on the occasion of
the shooting at Charlie Hebdo in Paris, he saw a child having a difficult
time in the scenes about aid work. ‘That gave me the idea of using a dog
when dealing with young victims,’ says De Bruijn. ‘Having the dog there
helps reduce stress.’

Cannabis
bees

Task Force Brabant
Zeeland, RIEC,
Wageningen
University

The telltale bee

At the moment, the Rotterdam Police
have one AAI dog: Twix. The police
ask young victims of a sexual offence
whether they would like the dog to be
present during the interview. The great
majority like the dog to be there. Twix
lives at the home of a police officer, but
spends her days at the police station.
Twix is part of a pilot that will run until
mid-2018. Avans Hogeschool is
studying the effect of AAI dogs during
police interviews. Twenty preliminary
interviews were held with the dog in
the room, and another twenty with
the dog absent. After each interview,
the young person involved filled in a
questionnaire. Although it is already
clear that the effect is positive, this
measuring phase will be followed by
a cost-benefit analysis.

Using bees to find cannabis farms? ‘Why not?’ thought
bee researchers at Wageningen University. In early 2015,
the Brabant Zeeland Task Force asked them to develop
an innovative way of detecting cannabis, using plant
sciences and biotechnology. The Task Force wanted to
innovate its total approach to organised crime. The
experiment with bees is just one example of such an
innovation.
How does it work? The researchers exploited the bees’
love for honey. In the trial setup, the bees were presented
with a cotton bud soaked in sugar water. Licking it also
released a marijuana smell. The bees learned to associate
this smell with delicious sugar. Eventually, the
association worked the other way around as well: first
they smell marijuana; then they lick. For the trial, the
scientists used a Vasor136 container holding six bees.
As soon as the bees smell marijuana, they lick with their
tongues. The police take the device along to a street or a
house where they suspect cannabis is being grown. The
device sucks in the local air. If this gets the bees licking,
a square on a screen turns red and the bees will have
helped the police uncover a drug den. ‘However, before
we can use the bees in an investigation, we need to
conduct more research into the method and to refine
the Vasor device,’ says Task Force member, Marloes van
Nistelrooij.

Project leader: Ellen van der Aa,
ellen.van.der.aa@politie.nl

See the website of the Regional Information
and Expertise Centres: www.riec.nl

AAI dogs
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The public prosecutor in the classroom
How can I contribute to creating a safe society? How do I see the rule of law in the Netherlands?
The Public Prosecution Service came up with a teaching method called ‘Who will intervene?’, in which
public prosecutors and law students enter into a dialogue with secondary school students. Some 5,000
young people (200 classes) have been participating in the project since the method was introduced in
2012. This project has taught us four important lessons.

#20

Who will intervene?

1.

Start with young people. The Public
Prosecution Service wants to improve
its visibility in society. For this reason, it
is sending a number of assistant public
prosecutors ‘out among the public’ (starting
in schools) using the ‘Who will intervene?’
method to assess young people’s role in
creating a safe society.

2.

Work with peers. Young people accept
information more readily and are more
open during discussions about sensitive
topics if the ‘teacher’ is close to their own
age. In their talks with students, the ‘peer
educators’ can call on their own experiences

OM Spaces,
schools, law
students

as well as their own expertise as law students.
The first years of working with the method
have also shown that the talks work better
if the peer educators reflect students’ ethnic
backgrounds.

3.

Select discussion topics relevant to
young people’s lives. A discussion
about whether or not it is acceptable to post
nude pictures on social media draws young
people’s attention. Starting with these topics,
we can then go on to ask more general
questions about how they view such
institutions as the police and the judiciary.
The classroom is a good place for a public

prosecutor to explore what’s on young
people’s minds. How safe do they perceive
society to be, and how do they themselves
contribute to a safe society? What do they
think are good solutions in specific criminal
cases, or in complicated dilemmas? These
are things the public prosecutor would like
to know.

4.

Take a tailored approach. Each city
or region is different. What’s going
on in this school or this neighbourhood?
The law student asks for prior input from
teachers and students. The classes also cover
social issues that students normally don’t
talk about so easily.
See www.om.nl/onderwerpen/onderwijs-jongeren/
lesprogramma-grijpt or email Machteld van
Barchjansen (m.van.barchjansen@om.nl) or Judith
van Heems (j.van.heems@om.nl) of OM Spaces.

Nudging
in 3 steps
What salespeople do, policymakers can do as well: enticing
people to adopt desired behaviour subconsciously. In the
marketplace, this is a source of income, whereas for the
government the public interest comes first. Achieving
innovation through nudging in three steps.
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Polished apples displayed at eye level in the
supermarket. A fly or a candle sticker on a
urinal. A rubbish bin in an amusement park
that talks to people, inviting them to throw
their rubbish into the bin. These are typical
examples of nudging, a psychological
technique for influencing behaviour in a
positive way.

C

reativity and free choice are the hallmarks of
this technique: people can still choose to go
for the unhealthy snack, pee around the
urinal, or drop litter. But the alternative has
been made more attractive. To use the jargon of
experienced nudgers, the ‘choice architecture’ is
designed in such a way as to make the most desirable
choice the one that people are most likely to make.
This form of influencing the public has been rising in
popularity in recent years, but it also raises questions.
Is this ethically acceptable? Have a good look around
you before answering that question. Nudging can’t be
stopped: it’s already taking place everywhere. Retailers
are especially good at it. From shop design to the design
of the restaurant menu: you’re always being seduced
into making the choice from which the retailer or
restaurateur benefits most.
So what if we were to adopt this strategy for the
common good? What if smart interventions could
convince people to make the right decisions,
alleviating the suffering of victims as well as relieving
the pressure on the legal system? Judith van Heems and
Machteld van Barchjansen of OM Spaces in Amsterdam
looked into the possibilities for nudging and related
psychological interventions in the realm of law
enforcement and security. Here, we look at the three
steps of nudging, based on three promising showcase
projects being run by OM Spaces.
OM Spaces is a creative and innovative meeting place in
Amsterdam run by the Public Prosecution Service. OM
Spaces makes use of other disciplines and ideas to tackle
security and crime issues.
j.van.heems@om.nl (Judith), m.van.barchjansen@om.nl
(Machteld)

Wrong
delivery

OM Spaces,
Police

Step 2
Proof of concept

When: 2016
Where: Amsterdam-West, around Plein ’40-’45
Product: Bringing residents into contact with each other
through ‘accidental’ wrong deliveries of Christmas hampers

#21

Under the
influence

OM Spaces,
Design
Academy
Eindhoven

Step 1
Brainstorm with designers

When: 2014
Where: Eindhoven, Stratumseind District
Product: Ideas and concepts for reducing nightlife violence

From vandalism and a black eye to a
kick in the face and a hospital visit:
reducing alcohol-related nightlife
violence is high on the wish list of
the Public Prosecution Service. OM
Spaces went in search of ideas in
cooperation with the Well-Being
department of Eindhoven Design
Academy. The initiative saw 43
students investigating a
phenomenon they are very familiar
with. The students carried out
practical research in the nightlife
area of Stratumseind, in the city of
Eindhoven, and talked with young
people about their behaviour
during the Carnival festival and
when taking part in alcohol-fuelled
teenage holiday parties. Some of
the ideas that came out of this
project were nudges. For example,
the students designed a special

glass that reminds you to drink
the same amount of water while
drinking alcohol. They also created
a safe, violence-inhibiting festival
atmosphere in the entertainment
district, and invented a system
with coloured little balls that the
bartender slips into your glass: the
colour, while not judging your state
of inebriation, shows you how
much you have drunk so far.
In this case, the government’s
cooperation with unlikely partners
is proving a catalyst of innovation:
up-and-coming artists come up
with ideas that are very different to
those of policymakers. Although
this explorative approach may
produce many wonderful ideas that
cannot be readily put into practice,
they’re still inspiring.

Amsterdam-West has a high incidence of domestic
burglary. Police patrol the district intensively and put up
intimidating posters with eyes looking through window
blinds: we’re watching you. The question is whether
this actually contributes to a feeling of security. OM
Spaces came up with a different approach: muddled
Christmas hamper deliveries. Each delivery came with
the request to take the hamper round to the neighbours,
compliments of Father Christmas. The result: after a
hesitant start, entire floors of residents in a housing
block began to visit each other, eventually finding out
that, of course, somewhere a hamper had been delivered
for them as well. The outcome of this experiment,
apart from people having a good time, has not been
measured. Nonetheless, the community police officer
found that the initiative gave a social boost to the
neighbourhood and, for a time, resulted in greater social
control. We refer to this as ‘proof of concept’.

#23

Red carpets
and mirrors

OM Spaces,
Municipality of
Hilversum, Utrecht
University, Police

Step 3
Look for scientific evidence
When: 2016
Where: Hilversum
Product: Evidence that nudging improves people’s sense of security

The final step: finding scientific
evidence that nudging really works.
Take nudging as a way of preventing
nightlife violence. Can you change
the physical environment in ways
that will inspire people to behave
differently? Under the guidance of
nudging expert Denise de Ridder of
Utrecht University, red carpets were
rolled out and mirrors installed in
front of pubs and clubs in Hilversum
on a couple of busy nights. The
red carpets were intended to give
people the feeling that they were
special guests in a special place,
while the mirrors made them more
conscious of their own behaviour.
The researchers interviewed 209
young people with an average age of
23, who visited two pubs and drank
an average of over five alcoholic
drinks; 14.1% of them took drugs on
the evening in question (mainly
marijuana and XTC). Many of the

interviewees, particularly girls,
reported a greater sense of
security compared to baseline
measurements elsewhere in the
city. Unfortunately, the scale of
the research was too small to
provide proof of a reduction in
the incidence of violence. Such a
reduction was found, but was not
statistically significant.
What happens next?
Research into nudging is on the
increase worldwide. But to have an
effect on objective security, more
research on a larger scale and with
greater frequency is required.
Although OM Spaces has no plans
as yet to carry out follow-up
research into nightlife violence,
the agency is looking at possible
ways of influencing behaviour with
regard to some other big issues,
such as extortion.
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Mission
Navigation Belt

Ministry of
Defence,
Police, Elitac

Hearing, seeing and feeling
Navigating and communicating without a map, or any
sound or light to guide you? It’s possible, thanks to
the Mission Navigation Belt, a vibrating vest. This vest
provides soldiers with information on which direction
to go (e.g., in a wood or at sea). The vibrating vest
packs a good deal of technology: eight integrated
vibrating elements, GPS, a compass, a battery and
a processor. Wearers communicate with each other
through previously agreed patterns of vibration.
‘Wearing the navigation vest allows soldiers to
navigate and communicate while carrying their rifles,’
says Silvester de Bruin, Knowledge & Innovation
Consultant at the Ministry of Defence. ‘This keeps
their eyes and ears, their most important sensors,
free to focus on the environment.’
Also for police use
The Mission Navigation Belt (developed by Elitac) won
the Defence Innovation Competition in 2013. ‘A nifty
tool for soldiers in the field,’ thought But Klaasen,
head of the J&S Innovation Team. ‘Why shouldn’t the
police adopt it as well?’ The police took up the idea
and tested the vibrating vest during observation
operations in 2016. Henry Willering of the National
Police says the experiences were positive, and it’s now
only a matter of time before the vest is used in
operations.
For more information, visit www.elitac.nl or email info@elitac.
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What is the state of
innovation in the field
of J&S? And why is
innovation important?

The State
of Innovation

N

ew types of crime, new
threats, new challenges to
the rule of law. The world is
changing fast and we must
keep up to ensure the
Netherlands remains a fair
and safe country. This is why
innovation is so important
for J&S. However, the
Ministry does not have
a central directorate charged with coming up with
innovations and issuing monthly reports on objectives,
indices, results and risk management measures.
Rather, innovation is seen as belonging to everyone. To
innovate is to be open to change, to be ready to listen
to other points of view, to see cross-connections, to
enter into partnerships. Viewed in this way, innovation
is a way of thinking and working rather than a precisely
defined process – and a lot is happening at J&S in this
regard. In order to help developments along, the
Ministry has set up an innovation team that promotes
new activities in collaboration with the business
community and scientists, both in the Netherlands
and abroad. The team’s mission: to respond actively
and adequately to the changing world.

Innovators never give up
What makes an idea a good idea? It’s hard to say. Some
brilliant ideas never result in a product or a change,
whether because of technical setbacks, bureaucratic
delays or resistance. Real innovators typically never
give up. ‘If you don’t fail every now and again, you’re
probably not being very innovative,’ filmmaker Woody
Allen once said. Sometimes, the penny doesn’t drop
until after a failure. This is what happened to the
American chemist Spencer Silver, who invented an
adhesive. The adhesive only had moderate sticking
power; just enough to stick a piece of paper on to
something and then easily remove it again. That’s
actually quite useful, someone else thought. And hey
presto: the Post-it note was born.
Tools and actions
J&S applies a number of criteria to test whether an idea
can be considered an innovation within the Ministry.
For example, it has to be unique and result in a stepchange. Importantly, it also has to contribute to the
Ministry’s policy goals. But the extent to which they
do so and how may vary. Each idea has its own
implementation journey. J&S has therefore developed
various tools and procedures to support innovators.
Combined with the innovators’ own creativity and
perseverance, these lead to impressive projects and
exciting ideas. So join us and let’s innovate together!

www.innoveermeemetjenv.nl
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Horizon 2020
J&S encourages
innovation in a host of
ways. Institutions,
organisations and
companies that share
our aim to make the
Netherlands a safer and
fairer place through
innovation are welcome
to use our toolbox.
Here’s an overview.

The European research programme Horizon2020
provides grants for research and innovation. It has
a budget of € 70 billion for the period 2014–2020.
One part of the programme focuses on combating
terrorism and organised crime, crisis management,
cyber security and border control. In 2018, the
programme covers 24 topics and has a budget of over
€ 210 million. In cooperation with the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, J&S’s innovation team supports
grant applicants with subject matter expertise, legal
aid and financial aid. In 2015, the Research and
Documentation Centre (WODC), which carries out
research for J&S, received a grant from Horizon 2020.
Together with twenty partners, WODC seeks to
increase knowledge about the structure and growth
of criminal organisations and terrorist networks.

SBIR
With the Small Business Innovation Research
programme (SBIR), the government is challenging
entrepreneurs to solve social problems. Companies
with the best tenders are invited to participate in a
feasibility study. The companies with the most
promising proposals are then given an opportunity
to develop a prototype of their product. In the final
phase, the winning companies make their product
ready for the market, funding this part themselves.
Both small and medium-sized businesses can
participate in the programme.
Also see anti-drone systems #03 Robin radar, #04 Microflown
AVISA, #05 Dronecatcher and #06 D-FENCE

Market consultation
J&S regularly consults the market to support its
development of innovative ideas. This involves
contacting private parties to investigate whether they
would be able to provide a solution to a specific issue
J&S is facing, and whether the preconditions are
realistic. J&S subsequently selects prospective
partners for non-binding sparring sessions.
Also see #26 FIOD application of satellite technology

Innovation
Toolbox
Tools for innovators
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Innovation partnership
One of the ways in which J&S encourages innovation is through
partnerships with businesses. This is the case when products and
services are purchased that are not yet on the market or that are eligible
for improvement. Businesses then propose innovative solutions to
specific problems identified by J&S. Once the business has finished
research and development, J&S can purchase the product or service
under the conditions agreed between J&S and the business at the start
of the innovation partnership.

Start-up in
Residence programme

Also see: #25-27 satellite applications

In the Start-up in Residence programme (SiR), J&S
gives start-ups an opportunity to develop solutions for
social issues. This challenge to young businesses is an
initiative of the Directorate-General for Sanctions and
Protection. SiR is a way of involving the wider world in
J&S’s work in innovating and putting social issues at
the heart of the Ministry’s activities. Another goal of
the programme is to make it easier for start-ups to
collaborate with central government. Having parties
other than the usual ones work on social issues also
results in new ways of working of an experimental
nature, something in which start-ups excel.
Prototype
The challenge is open to new, young and small
businesses set up from one to five years ago, which have
an idea or a product that has not yet been launched on
the market and that contributes to solving one of six
social issues, selected by J&S. Examples might include
ways of increasing the self-sufficiency of ex-offenders,
or obtaining the right information from suspects using
various sources. Together, J&S and the start-up develop
the idea into a prototype. For each issue, three start-ups
have the opportunity to present a solution with a
prototype of the idea. The start-ups pitch their idea to
a jury. The six winners, one for each social issue, get
to participate in the SiR programme. In a six-month
collaboration with J&S, the winner works on a
functioning prototype, which will be presented
to clients and potential buyers on Demo Day.
https://startupinresidence.com/ministry-of-security-and-justice

Innovation Pitch

VPVM

Security Innovation
Competition
In the annual Security Innovation Competition, J&S, the
Ministry of Defence, the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee and the National Police challenge small and
medium-sized businesses and start-ups to submit
innovative ideas for addressing social issues. In this
nationwide competition, the winner receives € 200,000
to enable them to develop their idea, together with the
government, into a pilot. In 2016, 25 businesses entered
the competition. The theme was intelligent data
visualisation. The competition was won by OpenRemote,
a company that developed a platform that visualises
changes in flight data.
Also see #47 Cardio Access Key, #32 OpenRemote

The Demand-driven Programme for a Safe Society (VPVM) is an ongoing
research programme, whose goal is to accumulate knowledge in order to stimulate
innovation, with the idea that ‘Today’s knowledge leads to tomorrow’s innovations’.
J&S is carrying out the programme in collaboration with research institute TNO.
Research topics could be, for example, predicting crime or dealing with large flows
of asylum seekers. As of 2018, the programme has six themes: Counterterrorism,
New Ways of Reporting Incidents, Investigation 2.0, National Security, Cybersecurity
& Societal Resilience, and Intelligence.

The Projects Round
The Projects Round is a tool for encouraging innovation within J&S.
Projects that are fairly well-developed but which need to be tested in
a test environment or in practice may be eligible for a grant. The Round
encourages cooperation within the ‘golden triangle’ of the government,
knowledge institutes and businesses. It is open to J&S employees and
partners in the field of justice and security. To be eligible, ideas need to
be aimed at developing a prototype, a new technology or smarter ways of
cooperation. In 2016, 36 innovation projects were in progress, having
received a grant in earlier years; of these, 19 have since been successfully
completed.

The Innovation Pitch is an ideas competition
for J&S employees. These ideas might include,
for example, new ways of working better, faster,
more efficiently or more cheaply, or innovations
that improve the quality of a J&S product or
service. Those who come up with the best ideas
pitch them to J&S internally. The winner receives
help to develop the innovation into a project
plan. The person who came up with the idea will
have responsibility for carrying out the project
plan. The first Innovation Pitch was held in
2014. The top three entries in 2015 included an
idea for a new organisational model that avoids
hierarchy, while placing networking, qualities
and knowledge-sharing at the core of the
organisation. This idea was in line with J&S’s
Programme for Change. In 2016, 75 ideas were
submitted for the pitch. The Executive Board of
J&S chose as winner a suggestion for encrypting
victims’ data in a file by way of a QR code. This
protects the contact details of crime victims.
After a crime is reported to the police, these
details are added to the court’s trial dossier. As
suspects also have access to this file, they might
be able to gain access to their victim’s data. This
problem was already known, and the Forum for
Victim Policy (Directorate-General for Sanctions
and Protection.) had been considering
solutions. The winner, Gerdjan Hoekendijk,
said: ‘In a QR code, data are encrypted and
there are special QR codes that only authorised
persons can read. The advantage is that the data
don’t need to be stored separately from the file,
but they are still protected from prying eyes.’
Also see #12, Doing your child justice
(winner of Innovation Pitch 2014).
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Sharing inspiration,
networking,
brainstorming,
‘appathons’, ‘blockathons’
– a few highlights

What are the hallmarks
of a good project?

Results. What does the project aim to
achieve? What are the benefits? And
what specific results do we have upon
completion: a product, a method? Provide
arguments for the project’s objectives
using SMART-formulated (desired) results.
SMART stands for Specific (unambiguous),
Measurable (can be measured or reasonably
observed), Acceptable (to all parties
involved), Realistic (achievable) and 
Time-bound (over an agreed period).

Effect with regard to public safety
and/or the delivery of justice. How
much safer or fairer does this project make
society?

Degree of innovation. Is the proposal
unique or original in the field of justice and
security, and if so, how unique? Is it already
being applied by partners or abroad? Does
the innovation lead to substantial change?
Innovations that meet these criteria truly
constitute a big step forward, rather than
merely introducing incremental changes to
processes or to the organisation.

Urgency. To what degree is there an
urgent need for this solution? And are there
multiple partners that would benefit greatly
from it?

22 November 2016 J&S Innovation
Conference. Crime scene: Fokker
Terminal in The Hague, with over
1,000 visitors from the scientific
community, the business
community and government. The
theme: Buitenste Binnen (Outside
In), including 60 sub-sessions and
booths in the Innovation Room.
Noteworthy guests: The Anti-drone
Eagle and Pepper the Robot.

22 and 23 September 2017 The V&J Blockathon
2017. In the Fokker Terminal in The Hague,
commercial and academic teams studied blockchain
applications for the process of confiscation. The
Blockathon is a co-production of J&S, the Public
Prosecution Service, the National Police, the
judiciary and the Ministry of Finance. Three teams
won a prize: CGI, Milvum and LegalThings One.

The first Strategic Knowledge and Innovation
Agenda (SKIA) was produced in 2017. The goal of
this agenda is to achieve greater harmony between
knowledge development and innovation on the one
hand and J&S’s strategy on the other. The agenda
also connects J&S’s questions with the market
offering in the field of knowledge and innovation.
The agenda is a joint project of J&S’s Central
Strategy Unit, the WODC and the Innovation Team.
For a copy, visit www.innoveermeemetjenv.nl

J&S cooperates with the US to
stimulate innovation. Several
research projects were designed
and launched in 2017 and 2018.
Delegations of the US Department
of Homeland Security and J&S met
twice in 2016: in Washington and
in The Hague.

In 2016, on behalf of the WODC, the University of Twente investigated
the application of nanotechnology in the service of justice and security.
This resulted in various presentations and a session about quantum-secure
authentication for access control (see #36).

In 2017, the Central Strategy Unit developed a Technology Scan, which
started as a response to J&S’s ‘smart’ challenge. Recommendations from the
report included proactively tackling the security risks of synthetic biology,
artificial intelligence and unmanned systems, making greater use of the
opportunities of data technology, and taking a holistic approach to the
frontiers between innovation, ethics and privacy. As new technologies tend
to involve multiple policy areas and interests (such as security, innovation,
privacy and ethics), it is important to collaborate within departments as well
as across departments. This means setting up new networks around
technology.
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#25 26 27

Satellite applications
for J&S

J&S, FIOD, TNO, Delft University of Technology,
Ministry of Defence, NSO, Institute for Safety,
Safety Regions, Netherlands Fire Service

trees, which are much less susceptible to fires.’ For
the time being, the model is only being used in the
Netherlands. For it to be used in Portugal, for instance,
that country’s vegetation would first need to be
mapped.

Satellite assists
firefighters

FIOD Investigation Support
Satellite data can also be put to good use in
surveillance, law enforcement and investigation.
The Fiscal Information and Investigation Service
(FIOD), for example, is looking for new ways of
tracking objects (such as a container in the Port of
Rotterdam, or a car), resulting in more effective and
efficient investigations. This project (#26) forms part
of the innovation programme Satellite Applications
for the Ministry of Justice and Security. ‘Digital
developments in society are going very fast, and our
investigation methods shouldn’t lag behind,’ says
André van Eijk, project leader of the FIOD Investigation
Support Team. ‘Our current procedures are labourintensive and in need of an overhaul.’ Van Eijk asked
himself how satellites might help the FIOD innovate
in its investigations and make them less labourintensive. Together with the Faculty of Aerospace
Engineering of the Delft University of Technology, the
FIOD is looking into solutions. Satellite applications
can make an important contribution, although their
use will always need to be in conformity with current
privacy laws.

And other innovations
from space

From finding a body buried in the
forest to detecting a fire hazard:
satellite technology offers new
possibilities for government
agencies. Here is an overview.

T

he forest fires in Portugal in June of 2017
caused dozens of casualties, prompting
many people to ask how these fires might
have been fought more effectively. While
the investigation into the events is still
ongoing, new technology for fighting wildfires is
being researched and tested in the Netherlands.
The Institute for Safety (IFV) together with the
Safety Regions, for example, developed a wildfire
proliferation model (project #25). This model works
on the basis of data collected by satellites that map all

of the vegetation in the Netherlands. In case of a
wildfire, the model predicts how the fire will develop
in the next hours. For example, how fast does a fire
travel across scrubland or woods? The method was
already employed successfully during the 2014 fire in
De Hoge Veluwe National Park. The model also has
a preventive function, says Albert-Jan van Maren,
project leader of Wildfire Management at the
Netherlands Fire Service. ‘We can advise owners of
terrains with a lot of flammable vegetation to adopt
specific forestry methods, such as planting deciduous

Buried bodies
The observation of small-scale earth-moving activities
is another of the FIOD’s promising satellite projects
(#27). This project is a collaboration bringing together
the FIOD, the police, the Ministry of Defence and TNO.
It focuses on small-scale earth-moving activities, such
as criminals burying drugs, money or a body in woods.
Until now, these locations have mainly been identified
with the help of F-16 jet aircraft. ‘This is not only
expensive, but also labour-intensive,’ says Van Eijk.
‘And finding something significant on the images is
often a question of luck. TNO has now begun a threeyear study into ways of detecting these small-scale
earth-moving activities from space, using the right
lenses and resolutions. This is less labour-intensive
and far more effective and efficient.’

Four hundred
grand

In 2017 and 2018, J&S
and the Netherlands
Space Office (NSO)
are investing a total
of € 400,000 in
innovation involving
satellite technology.
Faster detection of
incipient wildfires,
better police
observation and more
effective detection of
environmental crime
are three of the intended
results of the innovation
programme for Satellite
Applications for Law
Enforcement and
Security.
André van Eijk, FIOD
Team Investigation
Support, Innovation
project leader,
aj.van.eijk@
belastingsdienst.nl
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Action Agenda National Blockchain Coalition
In March 2017, the National Blockchain Coalition published its
first Action Agenda. The coalition includes over 20 parties from
the government, the scientific and business communities.
J&S was one of the founding partners. These parties explore
the applications and opportunities of disruptive blockchain
technology, which participants believe can have an equally
profound effect on work processes as the internet. With this
coalition, the Netherlands is emulating similar initiatives taken
in the United Kingdom, Dubai and Estonia.

Opportunities and risks of a new tech hype

BLOCKCHAIN

transactions. A change to the case report,
which can be seen as a transaction between
the police and all other participants in the
blockchain, will never go unnoticed. All
those involved (the police, the Public
Prosecution Service, the judiciary, the court
and the lawyers) will immediately be aware
of a change to the file, provided that they are
willing to link their data to the blockchain.
Sharing information is a prerequisite for
successful chains.

Do you need to share frequently changing information with a large
number of people? Are you engaged in a complex trial in which all parties
need to be aware of changes to the court papers? Do you want to make
it possible for people to indicate that they are finding it difficult to pay
a fine? About blockchain and what the technology could mean for the
Ministry of Justice and Security.

#28 29 30

R

emember Napster, the
decentralised music library
that had millions of users in the
late 1990s? People had a music
file on their computer that they
shared with all other users. If you wanted
to download a CD, you pieced it together in
small packages from the hard disks of other
users (an activity that was later made illegal).
Nobody was in charge, nobody sent anyone a
complete CD. You didn’t need to trust anyone
to send you music: everybody supplied it to
everybody.
Everyone’s in charge
Blockchain technology is comparable to
the way Napster uploaded and downloaded
music, but now the CD is a transaction and
Napster is one of many services that chop the

HALT blockchain, Virtual Room,
Red Button Blockchain

transaction into small pieces (‘a hash’).
That hash consists of deeply encrypted
information collected from all users and
uploaded to a publicly managed database.
Users store and retrieve information
about transactions in this database in a
decentralised way, without anyone owning
the entire database. Everyone’s in charge.
Anyone who has ever received an email
from someone else has participated in a
blockchain. Anyone who has been in
a cc has received the same email as all
other addressees (i.e., the email exhibits
inclusiveness). Once the email has been sent,
no one can modify the message without the
others being aware of this instantly (i.e., it
exhibits transparency). A blockchain does
not allow for manipulation and falsification,
which is why it is of interest to the

Police, Public Prosecution
Service, J&S youth chain,
J&S Innovation Team, J&S
Information Service, CJIB

professional field of law enforcement and
security.
Halt
Blockchain technology is eminently suitable
for exchanging large quantities of
information that involve many mutations and
actors. For example, take a file containing
information about a young person who has
been involved in juvenile crime. The file
will contain information about the young
person, their parents and lawyer, the Public
Prosecution Service, any social workers, and
about the project in which the young person is
serving a community sentence. A pilot project
in 2016 called ‘Halt’ showed that a blockchain
can provide an easy and transparent way
to give different parties different levels of
authorisation for managing or viewing data.

‘Sharing
information
is a prerequisite
of successful
blockchains’

This is especially useful for the young person
and their parents. The fact that they can have
direct access to their whole file encourages
greater involvement in the trajectory. One
outcome of the pilot was that blockchains
record information permanently. This is at
odds with the essence of a Halt trajectory, in
which young people are given an opportunity
to start afresh after serving a community
sentence, avoiding a criminal record. J&S,
which is building a prototype of the Halt
blockchain, says it is working to resolve this
issue.
Dead ends
Cases that come before a police court can
quickly grow to a considerable size. They are
also dynamic, with constant changes to the
composition of the documents. The power of
blockchains lies in the fact that it registers

Red button
For the Central Fine Collection Agency (CJIB),
the absence of signals from people in
financial trouble is the trigger for blockchain
innovation. If people fail to pay a fine, the
debt can increase fast. This is disastrous for
those who want to pay but are unable to do so.
The essence of the blockchain innovation is
that it provides citizens with a very accessible
way of sending a ‘Help!’ signal, as well as
instantly sending all the information that
the CJIB needs to deal with the case quickly.
This allows the CJIB to work on solving the
problem rather than making it worse. At the
moment, the information needed for this to
happen is still spread across government
agencies. Blockchain information allows for
much faster action, thanks to a personal data
safe, an aggregate of all information available
about a person. Of course, it is important to
keep privacy in mind (‘privacy by design’).
When developing a blockchain product or
service, the first thing an organisation needs
to do, therefore, is to focus on privacyenhancing technologies (PET).

•P
 roject Halt J&S
Youth Chain (#28)
Bernd Wondergem
(Lentenaer),
bernd.wondergem@
lentenaer.nl.
Status: Prototype
in development
•P
 roject Justid
(#29)
Jos Keulers (Justid)
and Dany
Venema (Justid),
info@justid.nl.
Status: Talks with
stakeholders
about a prototype
•R
 ed button project
(#30)
Marjolein Boonstra
(Strategy and
Innovation
Consultant at CJIB),
m.boonstra@cjib.
minjenv.nl.
Status: Pilot active
since July 2017
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Have a safe trip!
Bon voyage!
Goede reis!
Gute Reise!
Buen viaje!

Once a year, go somewhere you’ve never been before, the Dalai Lama
once said. Travelling appeals to the imagination, but what goes on behind
the scenes of the travel industry may be just as exciting. Here are six
innovative projects that contribute to greater security and ease of travel.

#31

Stamp
reader

Royal
Netherlands
Marechaussee

#32

OpenRemote

J&S, Ministry of
Defence, Royal
Netherlands
Marechaussee, Police

Flight data mapped
Trained eye of the Royal
land at and take off from Schiphol all the time: on busy
Netherlands Marechaussee Planes
days, there are as many as 1,550 flight movements. These flight
data are passed on daily to the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee,
gets assistance
who review the day’s schedules in the morning. However, these
During passport controls, the trained eye of the Royal
Netherlands Marechaussee is to get help from a digital
friend: the stamp reader. This application ‘reads’ travel
stamps. These stamps are placed in passports against
illustration-rich backgrounds, often in a random order,
overlapping each other and coming in all shapes and sizes
as well as a range of colours. Some travellers have several
pages full of stamps. The stamp reader is able to identify
stamps in travel documents, determine their authenticity,
discover travel patterns and place the stamps in
chronological order. This allows the border guard to
detect any suspicious behaviour, such as the typical travel
patterns of smugglers or jihadists. If the border guard is
unsure, despite their trained eye, the stamp reader can
help. The software of the stamp reader prototype is still
in the development phase. The Royal Netherlands
Marechaussee finished the project in 2017; a budget for
a definitive product will become available in the course
of 2018.

schedules may change during the day because of thunderstorms,
queues or luggage delays. The schedules are usually updated on
whiteboards, which is a labour-intensive activity. The software
company OpenRemote has developed a platform that maps
any changes to flight data using visually attractive computer
animations. The system can be consulted on a PC, tablet or
smartphone. A group of users at the Marechaussee are currently
testing the tool. On their screen, they see a map of Schiphol
which, at the gates, displays information about departure times,
the origin of flights and required capacity. If the flight schedule
changes, warning lights immediately start to blink. This allows
the Marechaussee to adjust their planning and deployment
more quickly. The idea arose during the Security Innovation
Competition in 2016. This contest for small and medium-sized
enterprises and start-ups, organised annually by J&S, the Ministry
of Defence, the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee and the
National Police, asked contestants how better use could be
made of growing, unstructured and changing data. Twenty-five
companies participated in the challenge, with OpenRemote
coming out on top.

Hans de Moel, email: JJM.d.Moel@mindef.nl
For more information, contact Pierre Kil (pierre@openremote.org) or visit
openremote.com or www.innoveermeemetjenv.nl/onderwerpen/competities
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#35
#33

3D
hand-luggage
scanner

Schiphol,
NCTV,
KLM

#34

Airbrush

Schiphol,
TNO

New way of screening
hand luggage

Metal detector with
a sense of smell

The Netherlands is one of the most advanced countries in
developing innovative solutions for the protection of public
aviation. Amsterdam Airport Schiphol is currently testing an
improved hand-luggage scanner, in which laptops, tablet
computers and liquids can remain in the luggage during
screening. The scanner can look at objects from all angles,
so passengers won’t need to take items out of their luggage
as often – welcome news to many travellers. But the scanner
also helps improve security, as it is able to detect threats fully
automatically. How does it work? Travellers place their bag on
the conveyor belt. The scanner takes a large number of narrow
X-rays of an object. A computer program then ‘patches’ all of
these X-rays together to create a three-dimensional image.
The CT scanner (computed tomography) is familiar from the
medical world, where doctors use the technique to create
images of the inside of the body. The National Coordinator
for Security and Counterterrorism (NCTV) and airline KLM are
working closely together on the test phase of this project.

Anyone who has taken a flight from Schiphol has
passed through them: the familiar metal detectors
that scan your body from head to toe and can detect
weapons. Security officers also look for drugs and
explosives, but these are harder to trace. For this
reason, dogs are sometimes used to assist the search.
But the circumstances in which dogs can be used are
limited, and not all travellers take well to having a
dog around them. Airbrush has found a way around
these issues: a metal detector that detects scents.
The detector is equipped with an artificial ‘olfactory
organ’, a little suction tube that sniffs up the scent of
substances. The inventors believe the scent detector
is at least as reliable as a dog. The device can be used
for various purposes, including detecting smuggled
cash, as coins and banknotes also emit an odour.
The project is at its finishing stage, and it is already
clear that the technique works. It will be a while
before metal detectors with a sense of smell can be
introduced, however. The technology has only been
tested in the laboratory, and more reliability tests
are needed.

Delta-R

Schiphol,
Dutch Customs,
Ministry of
Defence

Inspecting parcels
faster through
nanoparticles
A new technique, being developed under the aegis of
Dutch Customs, allows parcel post and luggage at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol to be inspected faster
for the presence of narcotics and explosives. This is
done by detecting traces on the outside. Every day,
Schiphol processes enormous quantities of parcel
post and luggage, which have to be checked for
explosives or drugs by Customs (luggage) and the
Royal Netherlands Marechaussee (people). The
contents of parcels are examined by X-rays. The new
technology makes it possible to detect minute traces
of drugs or explosives on the outside of the parcels.
When packing drugs, criminals often leave traces on
the outside. The new device, Delta-R, can detect tiny
amounts of such traces, consisting of no more than
one or two nanoparticles. Scanning devices are
already mounted above Schiphol’s conveyor belts
to scan barcodes and take X-rays. The idea is to add
Delta-R’s sensors to these scanners. There is one
problem, however: the conveyor belt for parcels
moves too fast for these sensors. At the current speed,
the scanning software will need more computing
power to determine the presence of substances.
Scientists on the project are currently working on
this problem.

#36

Quantumsecure
authentication

J&S, University
of Twente,
Utrecht University

No more tampering
with passports
Could we develop a passport that criminals cannot forge? We could,
according to the inventors of quantum-secure authentication, an
innovative technology that can make drastic improvements to border
traffic control. The technology involves applying a layer of paint to the
passport. The layer contains millions of nanoparticles that scatter light
in a pattern unique to each document. The technology makes use of
the fact that light particles contain ‘quantum information’. Quantum
information cannot be falsified, making it impossible to replicate the
unique patterns electronically. Pepijn Pinkse, Professor of Applied
Nanophotonics at the University of Twente, says the method is cheap
and easy to apply. The passport can be scanned with a laser comparable
to that of a CD player. An image sensor and a chip, as found in modern
video projectors, are also required. The idea has been around for years
but had not been put into practice. J&S commissioned a report from
the University of Twente on the impact of nanotechnology on
security partners. This report, and a session at a J&S conference on
nanotechnology in authentication, brought Pinkse into contact with
parties that can help with the continued development of the idea. The
University of Twente has since built a shoebox-sized demonstration
model, which works well. However, for the device to be built into security
systems, it will need to be smaller and more robust. Pinkse is now actively
looking for companies with experience in building optical high-tech
products. ‘They’re better at it than scientists are. If this is successful, it
will be possible to use this technology within two years.’
Prof. Pepijn Pinkse, University of Twente, p.w.h.pinkse@utwente.nl
Prof. Allard Mosk, Utrecht University, a.p.mosk@uu.nl
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Public
Prosecution
Service as
the motor of
social networks

Virtual and
Augmented Reality in
the realm of security
Enraged, mum and dad storm upstairs. Mum slams the bedroom
door and shouts: ‘I’m leaving and I’m taking the children with
me!’ Through a crack you see how dad slaps mum hard across
her face. Your little sister starts crying in her cot.

To reinforce the social circles around vulnerable groups by surrounding potential
offenders with strong parents, sisters, friends, neighbours or teachers: this is
the idea behind the Circle Coalition. Ellen Verbeem and Jacqueline Hirsch of the
Public Prosecution Service explain how it works.

#37

Public
Prosecution
Service

Circle Coalition

Going into the neighbourhoods with the
Public Prosecution Service?
‘Something like that, yes. At the Public
Prosecution Service we breach the gap
between the formal world of criminal law
and local initiatives that are in touch with
residents. Not by way of elaborate project
plans, but by just going for it.’
Why do these two worlds need to be united?
‘The Public Prosecution Service does not
normally visit residential neighbourhoods
in the way that this is done by professional
organisations, welfare workers,
neighbourhood fathers and volunteers.
Although we receive information about
what’s going on, we don’t talk to people.
As a partner in a network of local initiatives,
we can work together to reinforce the social
circles around risk groups. This is the mission
of the Public Prosecution Service: apart from
occupying ourselves with the criminal justice
system, we’re looking for other ways of

preventing or solving crime. The idea is that
potential offenders don’t actually need to
become offenders if they’re supported by
strong parents, sisters, friends, neighbours
or teachers, for instance.’
Does the Circle Coalition encourage these
connections?
‘The coalition is made up of different parties.
The idea was born during a meeting of the
research programme Meiden voor Meiden
(Girls for Girls). In this programme we
looked for ways of reinforcing the social
circles around girls: mothers, girls, boys,
neighbours. After the meeting, everyone said:
we have to do this more often, with all of the
different parties coming together. We have
to create a network of private, social, local
initiatives and the security chain, working
together to help young, vulnerable target
groups become stronger and stay on the right
path. And so the Circle Coalition was born.’

And… does it work?
‘It does. Apart from the meetings, about
four a year, the coalition partners stay in
touch and ask each other for guidance and
support. A good example of how the coalition
can be effective is the Al Amal Foundation
in Utrecht. It works with mothers as
confidential counsellors, who become
key people in the neighbourhood. Al Amal
forms a bridge between population groups
that are hard to reach and institutions such
as the police, youth welfare workers, welfare
organisations and other partners in the field
of public safety and social care. At one of
the meetings, Al Amal found a partner
organisation in Rotterdam. Together, they’re
now looking into setting up a similar
structure.’
See cirkelcoalitie.nl, or email the initiators at the Public
Prosecution Service, Ellen Verbeem or Jacqueline Hirsch:
e.a.verbeem@om.nl, jf.hirsch@om.nl.
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#38

Forgetme-not

J&S (IAJK), Police, Public
Prosecution Service, Halt,
RvdK

Seeing and hearing what
a witness experiences

A welfare worker is never in the same room as a child
at the moment things go wrong at home. But being
able, in a virtual sense, to feel what it is like for a child
faced with domestic violence increases the welfare
worker’s knowledge and awareness. This is now
possible thanks to a Virtual Reality (VR) application
called ‘Forget-me-not’.

VR and AR

Over the past few years, Dutch security experts have
developed and tested various Virtual Reality and
Augmented Reality applications. Virtual Reality (VR)
is an alternative reality: wearing VR glasses places
people in a virtual environment. With Augmented
Reality (AR), the real world remains visible but is
supplemented by virtual information, such as
holograms. J&S’s Projects Round awarded a grant to
three projects: an AR application called ‘On the Spot’,
an AR application developed by the National Police
called ‘ARPro’, and a VR application called ‘REDSUIT’,
developed by the Twente Fire Service.

The Virtual Reality application Forget-me-not simulates a
home situation in which a child witnesses domestic violence.
Wearing the VR glasses, a welfare worker navigates in a
three-dimensional environment, literally seeing and hearing
what is happening in it and experiencing the impact that the
violence is having on the child. The aim of the simulation is
to increase welfare workers’ knowledge and awareness of the
impact that domestic violence has. The goal is to use the VR
simulation to improve assistance to families in which domestic
violence occurs. This confrontational approach has met with a
positive response. ‘Everyone experiences this kind of simulation
in their own way,’ says project leader Bernd Wondergem, who
leads J&S’s Integral Approach to Youth Groups and Domestic
Violence Against Children (IAKJ). ‘Most people really felt as if
they were present in the room. Some were even in tears.’ With
the pilot completed, several chain partners have started using
Forget-me-not. For instance, says Wondergem, local chapters
of the Youth Services (Bureau Jeugdzorg) are using it to train
welfare workers. And the Mutsaer Foundation, a foundation
active in the Province of Limburg, uses the simulation during
talks with parents.’ The Dutch Probation Service has also tested
the virtual environment. ‘They’ll be using it for the treatment
of offenders,’ says Wondergem. ‘We’re working together to
see what other scenarios would be useful. This continued
development is a positive thing; users are highly appreciative
of the application.’
Apart from the software, using
the VR simulation also requires
sufficiently powerful hardware.
This includes a VR set with
glasses, controllers and a PC
powerful enough to run the
program. Parties wanting to
make occasional use of the
simulation have the option
of renting the equipment.

The partners in this project are
Integral Approach to Youth
Groups and Domestic Violence
Against Children (IAKJ, part of
J&S), the National Police, the
Public Prosecution Service,
Halt and the Child Care and
Protection Board.
bernd.wondergem@lentenaer.nl

#39

REDSUIT

J&S, Twente Safety
Campus, RE-liON,
Netherlands Fire Service
(Twente district)

Practising with
a tunnel fire
Virtual Reality also offers fire services interesting possibilities.
Firefighters cannot practise putting out fires in places that are
difficult to access, such as tunnels or operating theatres. A tunnel
would have to be closed off to traffic; and it’s almost impossible to
simulate a fire in an operating theatre. Twente Fire Service came up
with a way around this problem: a 3-D simulated environment
(dubbed REDSUIT), which makes it possible to extinguish fires in
any desired situation. This standard equipment allows firefighters
to move freely in various virtual scenarios, such as a prison or an
operating theatre. It makes for highly realistic exercises in practical
situations that would be hard to replicate in any other way. After
performing an exercise, the firefighters can evaluate it immediately
with the help of recordings. Twente Fire Service are planning to
embed REDSUIT into their personnel training. A prototype of the
VR simulation has now been developed that will be marketed if a
sufficient number of fire brigades show an interest.
REDSUIT was developed with the aid of a grant from J&S’s Projects
Round. The following partners took part in the project: Twente
Safety Campus, RE-liON, Netherlands Fire Service (Twente district).
Ymko Attema, Netherlands Fire Service (Twente district),
y.attema@brandweertwente.nl
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#40

On the
Spot

Police, Delft University
of Technology, Royal
Netherlands Marechaussee,
Netherlands Fire Service, NFI

Viewing the crime scene
from a distance

Knowledge network on AR, VR
and gaming
Many different ideas about how AR, VR and
gaming can be used in the field of security are
currently being explored and tested. Recently,
a working group has been pooling knowledge
on this topic so that people can share their
experiences. The working group includes several
J&S units, such as the DJI, HALT and the Child
Care and Protection Board.

Thanks to On the Spot, an Augmented Reality application, officers
back at the lab can now view a crime scene almost literally
through the eyes of an officer on location. ‘Wearing the AR
glasses, experts at a distance can help the officer or investigator
on the scene,’ explains Nick Koeman, Innovation Advisor of the
Dutch National Police. A police officer in a drug laboratory, for
instance, can stream the images captured by his glasses to an
expert in the NFI’s mobile forensic team. ‘This expert can then add
digital content to those images on a screen, and this content will
appear in the field of vision of the officer in the drugs laboratory.
If the expert sees something the officer should collect, they can
draw an arrow and add a note such as: “Bring this with you”.’
On the Spot has undergone four comprehensive tests since
it received its first grant in 2013. These showed that the
technology is still too premature to be used in operations. But
Koeman expects that, once these technological problems have
been ironed out, On the Spot will be a useful tool in improving
collaboration between various services. ‘When everyone’s seeing
the same images, communication becomes more efficient and
effective. It reduces the margin for interpretation, resulting in
more considered decisions.’ AR is mainly useful to the police in
static situations, says Koeman. ‘You don’t want to be distracted by
things popping up in your field of vision during an arrest.’
On the Spot was developed by a partnership consisting of Delft
University of Technology, the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee, the
Netherlands Fire Service and NFI.
kenniseninnovatie@knp.politie.nl

#41

ARPro

Police, Delft
University of
Technology, TWNKLS,
Police Academy

Location reports for
police officers
The search for useful AR applications for the police has led to the
development of ARPro, an AR application that can be installed
in police officers’ mobile phones to help in basic community
policing. ARPro (which is still under development) works on
the basis of GPS and Google Maps, and provides officers on patrol
with proactive information about their location.
‘Depending on the preferences the user specifies, the phone will
notify them when they are passing a location where, say, loitering
youth pose a problem or where there’s a drug den,’ says Nick
Koeman, Innovation Advisor of the Dutch National Police. ‘The
patrolling officer immediately receives advice on what to do, and
can take targeted action.’ ARPro is designed for officers on patrol
during basic community policing, not in criminal cases, notes
Koeman. The information provided to the officer relates solely to
the location in question. The app is currently being tested by two
divisions of the National Police. The pilot will run until the end of
2018, when the police will decide whether ARPro can be deployed
on the streets.
ARPro was developed by Delft University of Technology and
TWNKLS, with the collaboration of the Police Academy and the
police divisions of North Netherlands and Rotterdam.
Mariëlle den Hengst of the Police Academy,
marielle.den.hengst@politieacademie.nl

AR/VR around the world
Security and law enforcement organisations around
the world are currently investigating and trying out
many new technologies. In the US, for instance,
fire departments are testing C-Thru, a helmet with
built-in AR. Firefighters look through a display and
see information added to their actual field of vision.
In case of heavy smoke, for example, architectural
features in a burning building are shown on the
display, allowing firefighters to move through the
building faster and get themselves or others to
safety. In Dubai, autonomous police vehicles have
been patrolling since late 2017. They are able to
make scans and identify criminals. The authorities
expect that these vehicles will have a mainly
preventative effect.
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Out of jail –
now what?
Coffee served by a former jailbird. Or an intensive coaching
programme funded by external investors on the basis
of no cure, no pay. These are just two new examples of

innovative approaches to reintegrating ex-offenders.

#42

Pre-release
work support

J&S, DJI,
Restart, Exodus,
Foundation 180

Supervised employment through
pre-financing
Pre-release work support is a programme in
which J&S is exploring new avenues in
reintegrating ex-offenders. To help them stay on
the right path, the law enforcement and security
chains are entering into partnerships with new,
surprising parties, such as banks and businesses.
These parties – the Start Foundation, the
ABN AMRO Social Impact Fund and Oranje Fonds
– provide pre-financing in line with Social Impact
Bond (SIB) guidelines (see box). The reintegration
programme seeks to reduce ex-offenders’
reliance on social benefits by 25–30% and cut
recidivism by 10%. If the programme achieves
these aims, J&S will reimburse the investors out
of the budget saved. If no savings are made,
no reimbursements will be made.
Housing, debts and care
Partners from three different disciplines are
working together to implement the pilot project:
Restart (jobs), Exodus (care and housing) and
Foundation 180 (a knowledge centre on labour
participation). ‘Together, our three organisations
offer intensive coaching and support with jobs,
housing, debts and care,’ says Irma van der Veen

of Foundation 180. The pilot, which involves
short-term prisoners (3–12 months), is taking
place in prisons in the Randstad area and
Flevoland. Coaching starts five weeks before
the offender is released from prison. ‘During
the first six months, ex-offenders continue to
receive their benefits while taking part in the
programme,’ she says. ‘This requires close
cooperation with the ex-offender’s local
authority.’
Pre-release work support coaching lasts 18
months. The first 12 months are intensive, after
which the amount of contact required decreases
steadily. ‘If the event of a relapse, the whole
process is placed on hold, and we start again
after the offender has served their sentence.’
The main objective, says Van der Veen, is to show
municipalities the value of investing in this target
group. ‘Working together to implement the
project really pays off.’ The project is currently
working with 115 ex-offenders, 35 of whom have
so far found a job. The approach, now renamed
Work Wise Direct, is being carried out by
Foundation 180, Restart and the Exodus Central
Netherlands Foundation.

Social Impact Bond
A Social Impact Bond (SIB) is an
innovative financial instrument
for addressing social issues.
The parties involved reach prior
agreements on an equal footing
about the social outcomes to
be achieved and the financial
rewards if successful. These
parties include the government,
a social entrepreneur, investor(s),
an assessor and, optionally, an
intermediary. This combination of
parties allows social entrepreneurs
to carry out an innovative social
intervention. The investor provides
the funding required for the
intervention in advance. If savings
are demonstrably made, the
government will pay back the
amount invested (with any interest)
from the savings achieved.
An independent assessor will
measure the results.
See work-wise-direct.nl or contact Irma
van der Veen, Director of Foundation 180,
irmavanderveen@180.nl
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Coffee bar
‘Heilige
Boontjes’

Police,
DJI

Wanted: barista,
ex-offender preferred
Robin Scholten (27, pictured) was fairly sceptical when he first
heard about the plan: taking part in a job scheme for ex-offenders.
He had been through it all before. ‘You have to if you’re on
benefits,’ he said. Still, it seemed pretty cool: being a barista in a
hip coffee bar. Gradually, the idea grew on him. All his problems –
no work, no money, no familiarity with etiquette – were put on
the table. Working in the coffee bar would be a starting point for
addressing these issues. Robin turned over a new leaf, and now has
a steady job at the coffee bar. ‘It’s nice to be serving people with
something they like, and to have a job I can be proud of.’ This was
important to him: ‘To be given the time and the trust to prove that
I deserve to be working here. When you’re new, they give you time
to learn how to do it right – which is something you don’t get in an
ordinary job. It’s helped me to keep at it. This is a place where I can
work on improving myself.’ His tip: ‘See the young people here as
individuals: every one of them has a story to tell.’

Coffee bar ‘Heilige Boontjes’ in Rotterdam
Police officer Marco den Dunnen is one of the originators of the
coffee bar idea. He was inspired by a coffee bar that had been set up
in a former police station, in his own district of Delfshaven. He now
helps to supervise the coffee bar and is the project’s police liaison
officer. ‘It’s aimed at young people who’ve grown up on the streets
and who lack the skills to hold down a job after serving a community
order or a prison sentence,’ he explains. ‘They spend several hours
a day there, socialising with different people, and for each cup
of coffee you serve you receive a compliment. With the right
supervision, young people pick up the skills needed for normal
social interaction with the customers.’ But it’s not just a string of
successes. Den Dunnen points out that many things can, and do, go
wrong. ‘Often, people simply don’t show up. It’s very tough working
with a group of young people whose behaviour is problematic.
Thirty to forty percent of them drop out.’ Many of the participants
are referred to the scheme by the youth benefits agency, and those
who keep going are allowed to keep their social security benefits.
The project has been running since 2015 and accommodates up to
21 people a year. After working at the coffee bar, about 25 young
people have now found a regular job elsewhere, while three of them
have a steady job in the coffee bar itself.
See www.heiligeboontjes.com, email Marco den Dunnen:
marco.den.dunnen@politie.nl or walk in for a cortado from barista
Robin in the coffee bar on Eendrachtsplein, Rotterdam.
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Remarkable innovations
in the digital domain at J&S

Cybersecurity
The digital revolution is presenting J&S with lots of opportunities
for innovation. Improving protection from cybercrime, for instance,
or preventing infringement of people’s privacy. Here, we showcase
three remarkable innovations in the digital domain at J&S.

T

he Netherlands is
vulnerable. That’s the gist
of a report submitted by
the Dutch National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) in
June 2017. In an accompanying letter
to the House of Representatives, former
Deputy Minister Klaas Dijkhoff wrote:
‘Given the growing number of threats,
our digital defences are lagging behind.
This report shows that, to build up our
digital resilience, we’ll need to keep
investing in the future. To this end,
we’ll organise round-table sessions
with the business community and other
stakeholders.’ After all, things can go
wrong quite suddenly, as we learned
in the summer of 2017, when the
Netherlands became the victim of
a cyber attack.

Ransomware
In 2017, few people had heard of
ransomware, let alone other types
of viruses that spread online at great
speed, such as Peyta or WannaCry. What
characterises both these viruses is the
asymmetry between cause and effect. Last
summer alone, a relatively simple piece
of code written in a tiny attic cost Danish
shipping company Maersk US$200–
300 million. Peyta and WannaCry held
data in the Netherlands to ransom and
immediately incapacitated our country.
No More Ransom
The speed with which the ransomware
hit its targets called for fast and
innovative solutions. Such solutions
were indeed found, including by the
Dutch police. Last July, in cooperation
with Europol and the internet security

companies Kaspersky and McAfee, the
police set up an online portal called No
More Ransom. With financial backing
from Amazon (among others), the
website helped over 28,000 people
recover their files and break Peyta’s hold
on their data. Some 27 countries have
so far have joined the initiative, and it’s
a fine example of innovative forms of
collaboration between government,
security partners and companies.
Faster tracking and better security
are crucial factors in the fight against
cybercrime. But our online world is
facing more threats than ransomware
alone. Three projects supported by J&S
clearly show the risks our networks and
our privacy are exposed to, and what
we can do to mitigate those risks: Deep
Firmware Inspection Tool, IdentityHub
and Privacy Enhanced Filtering.
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Identity
Hub

J&S,
InternetWide.org

Protecting the privacy
of internet users

#44

Deep Firmware
Inspection

J&S, NCTV, NFI

Preventing the exploitation
of vulnerabilities
J&S supports innovative projects that help protect our digital infrastructure
from threats like ransomware. One of these projects is the Deep Firmware
Inspection tool, developed under the aegis of the NCTV’s Cybersecurity
Directorate in collaboration with the NFI. The tool helps detect
vulnerabilities in ‘firmware’ and prevents them from being exploited.
Take a security camera that helps protect buildings and objects, for instance.
The camera itself can become a weapon when used in a worldwide attack on
servers – what is known as a ‘denial of service’ attack. In this kind of attack,
hackers break into the firmware. This is the software that suppliers include in
the products they sell. Wi-Fi printers and external hard disks also come with
firmware. Unfortunately, this software is often completely out of date, even
before it is sold. It is also riddled with vulnerabilities that hackers cleverly
exploit. It’s important to have an overview of which devices contain what
kind of firmware. Companies and organisations are often completely
unaware of the vulnerability of devices that form part of their network. As
long as everything appears to be working, many people see no reason to test
the reliability of this firmware. But once an attack takes place, it’s too late.
Until recently, testing firmware required the manual inspection of the
machine code, a job that could take days. But in simple cases, Deep Firmware
Inspection can do it in only a few minutes. As soon as new security gaps are
found in firmware somewhere in the world, the tool provides an overview of
the types of devices that have the same problem. This makes it important to
gather as much firmware and security information as possible.
Deep Firmware Inspection is an open-source tool that anyone can use by
visiting the website (https://nlnet.nl/project/deepfirmware). The tool was
developed by the NCTV’s National Cyber Security Centre, together with the NFI,
and in 2014 received a grant from J&S. NLnet Foundation supports initiatives
that contribute to an open information society.
Contact: Michiel Leenaars, NLnet foundation: michiel@nlnet.nl

Some solutions may seem self-evident, but that
doesn’t mean they’re available. Take the Identity Hub,
an innovative idea that allows internet users to decide
for themselves what identity they want to make public
on online. The idea originated with Rick van Rein of
the Dutch initiative InternetWide.org. The project is
supported by J&S and the Internet Hardening Fund.
After four years of work, the technical foundation has
now been laid and construction of the Identity Hub
itself has started. The idea is as follows. Imagine you
are registering the birth of your son or daughter and
you find out that your child’s surname is determined
by the manufacturer of the Municipal Personal
Records Database. Even worse, every time your child
wants to register their name somewhere, this
manufacturer’s approval is required. You would
probably be stunned. Fortunately, as parents, you
decide on the name of your child, so this would never
happen in real life.
Strangely enough, though, we often allow foreign
companies such as Facebook and Google to choose our
online identity for us. We do this in part for the sake of
convenience: creating multiple different accounts
takes time. Companies therefore believe they’re doing
you a favour by having you log in through an external
service, often without a clear idea of the consequences
for the user. If Facebook or Google are allowed to
decide who the user is, they can choose to look away
when a third party (the US government, for instance)
wants to be admitted to an account secretly. What’s
more, the companies in question can track their users
in great detail through these logins and can sell this
data, gathered silently in the background, to the
highest bidder. These bidders may include parties who
are far less well-intentioned.

web domain (more than 5.5 million people in the
Netherlands) their own Identity Hub. Users receive
their personal basic registration, including a password
interface. They can then decide for themselves
precisely what information they want to make
available, to which organisation, and with what
identity.
For example, suppose an online service or application
wants to give users a fast login option. The app or
online service can register with the Identity Hub.
Instead of using an account such as LinkedIn, which in
practice never changes (making it highly vulnerable to
profiling), the app or service receives an identity
created on the spot by the Identity Hub. This identity
cannot be linked to other services the user subscribes
to on the internet. The Identity Hub sees to it that
identities remain local and do not proliferate
needlessly. This makes it a lot harder to spy on users
unnoticed across various services. The Identity Hub
also makes it harder for spam to reach you: you can
opt to have the email address you have just used to
be invalidated after a couple of minutes. In this way,
users themselves decide where their identities end up,
giving them greater control of their own privacy.

The user decides
There must be another way, thought the initiator of
the Identity Hub. It must be possible for users to access
services and information without surrendering their
privacy. How? By offering end-users with their own

Identity Hub was developed by Rick van Rein of
InternetWide.org, a research lab whose aim is to
make safer internet use available to as many end-users
as possible.
Contact: Rick van Rein, rick@openfortress.nl

#46

PrivacyEnhanced
Filtering

NFI,
NCSC

Automated removal of
sensitive data
Google Earth gives us a very good impression of our living environment. But all
sensitive data in these images has been blurred: faces, number plates and house
numbers. What remains visible is still very useful information, but does not
intrude upon people’s privacy. This same principle has now been applied to
recorded traffic (‘traffic logs’) between computers in any imaginable network
environment, such as that of banks, universities, companies or government
agencies. These traffic logs can only be shared with third parties if all sensitive
information has been removed from them manually: a time-consuming
process. To solve this problem, a tool has been developed to automate this
process. It’s called Privacy-Enhanced Filtering (PEF), and removes or destroys
private data in traffic logs so that these logs can be shared with other
institutions. So far, PEF is suitable only for a limited number of traffic logs.
The current tool, which is open-source and free for anyone to use, still needs
to be enhanced with more applications and options.
PEF was developed by the Netherlands Forensic Institute in cooperation
with the National Cyber Security Centre.
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Bi metric
applications
for the courts
An electronic bracelet that shows whether
juvenile offenders have been keeping
to the agreements they made with the
detention centre. A device that assesses
the emotional state of people placed
under a hospital order. These are just two
examples of new biometric applications.

Cardio
Acces
Key

J&S, DJI,
Science &
Technology
Corporation

#48

Quantified
Self

J&S, DJI,
Empatica

Where is he?

How is he feeling?

It’s 8.15 a.m. At De Hunnerberg Juvenile Detention Centre, Morris*
is about to leave for school. He picks up his Nymi Band and puts
it around his wrist. His supervisor checks whether the tag has
connected via Bluetooth with the smartphone he has been given.
On a screen, the supervisor can see whether Morris is actually going
to school. If the arrows on the map are green, all is well. If they turn
red, this means Morris has removed the tag or is more than two
metres away from his phone. Should this happen, the supervisor
will contact Morris or his school.

A different kind of electronic wrist tag works on the basis of
skin resistance, measuring the amount of current flowing
through your skin. With the help of this tag (called ‘E-4’),
people being detained under a hospital order or in prison can
gauge their own emotional state. This ‘Quantified Self’ test
programme is designed to increase the effectiveness of
treatment and coaching for these groups. Therapists, and
especially the clients themselves, gain a better understanding
of their emotional state. The tag takes a factual reading of
the wearer’s emotional state and saves the data for later
interpretation. Naomi de Koning, of the Custodial Institutions
Agency (DJI), coordinated the first round of testing among
people detained under a hospital order. ‘It takes a lot of time to
interpret the data, but the therapists gain insights that they use
in conversations with their clients. This improves contact and
encourages clients to be more open.’ The added value for the
clients themselves is that they become aware of when they
get tense and can get help dealing with this, improving their
overall treatment programme. One thing clients regret is that
they don’t have direct access to the data themselves, says De
Koning. For example, the tag doesn’t give off a signal when
a person’s stress levels rise.’

Electronic tag provides a sense of freedom and reassurance
In a pilot project, De Hunnerberg Juvenile Detention Centre in
Nijmegen is making smart use of biometrics, an identification
method based on people’s unique physical characteristics (in this
case, their heart rhythm). As far as possible, the young people in the
small-scale institution lead a normal social life: they go to school,
play sports and visit their family. When outside the institution, they
all wear the Nymi Band, allowing supervisors to check whether they
are keeping to the agreements made. ‘For the young people involved,
a tag worn around the wrist is far less stigmatising than, say, an ankle
tag, which is quite literally a drag,’ says Hans Nijenhuis, location
manager at De Hunnerberg. ‘The tag looks like a fitness tracker and
gives the wearer a sense of freedom of movement. It also gives the
supervisors a break: they don’t have to keep asking where people
are all the time and can ask the wearer to email a photo of their
surroundings as proof. One look at the screen is enough. It’s very
reassuring.’
The Nymi Band (Cardio Access Key) won the 2015 Security Innovation
Competition. It works on the basis of an individual’s unique heart rhythm.
You put your finger on your tag to record your heartbeat, which then
becomes your ‘password’. The tag, which works in combination with a
smartphone, emits a ‘secured’ signal until it’s removed. The Nymi Band
was developed by the Science & Technology Corporation and the SSC-I
(DJI) Innovation Lab.
Floor Kloosterman (J&S Innovation Team), f.kloosterman@dji.minjus.nl
*Fictitious name

Beep
But this is about to change, says Ernst Eilering, technical
manager of the two projects at DJI. ‘The improved version of the
Quantified Self electronic tag will emit a beep when something
happens in the body that the person is unaware of. This can
prevent a considerable amount of distress, such as sudden fits
of anger or aggression. It benefits everyone: the client, the
institution’s employees, and the society the client returns to.’
The E4 Quantified Self tag, developed by the Italian social data
analysis firm Empatica, works on the basis of skin resistance.
When tension in the body increases, the skin produces more
sweat. This leads to lower skin resistance, which is registered
by the tag.
Stefania Rosanio (DJI), s.rosanio@dji.minjus.nl
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The first DNA investigation
in a Dutch criminal case dates
back to the 1980s. Thirty years
on, the Netherlands Forensic
Institute (NFI), the police and
the judiciary continue to look for
ways of identifying and tracking
people down faster. We highlight
a number of recent developments
here.

ATM blown up!
Faster and smarter forensics

#49

SCAR

NFI,
LTFO,
Geogap

NFI,
Riken

Uploading trace
evidence in real time

Predicting someone’s
appearance within six hours

In cooperation with the police and app developers Geogap,
the NFI is developing an app called SCAR, designed to
make registering details of major incidents more efficient.
Forensic investigators can upload trace evidence, photos
and other types of evidence while on the scene. In the event
of a large-scale disaster, such as an airplane crash or terrorist
attack, the Dutch National Forensic Investigation Team
(LTFO) investigates the scene, recording details and securing
and processing any trace evidence. Until everything has
been recorded, there is usually no clear overview of who
is handling (or has handled) which piece of evidence.
The app, which is based on
archaeological methods, saves
a lot of time. Using SCAR, LTFO
investigators can record all
information, including photos,
dates, times and location
coordinates, on the scene. In
addition, the command post
has a map at its disposal which
shows live information about
which investigator is handling
which piece of evidence. This
allows the lead investigator to
coordinate the team better and
faster. LTFO members who have
tested the first version of the app
are enthusiastic. A prototype
was made available in late
August 2017. Police dog
handlers have also expressed an
interest in the app. In modified
form, the app can also facilitate
the search for missing persons.

Forensic investigators currently have at their disposal a
type of analysis that allows them to reconstruct, compare
and report on a DNA profile within six hours. Building on
this, the NFI has now developed the ability to identify
what are known as SNPs, also within six hours. An SNP
is a common type of mutation in a DNA building block
that enables predictions to be made about a DNA donor’s
appearance (such as the colour of their eyes or hair). In the
six-hour DNA analyses carried out by the NFI, the profile
thus obtained matches a DNA profile in the DNA database
in just 10–20% of cases. This means that in 80% of
cases no additional information is found. Working in
collaboration with the Japanese company Riken, the NFI
investigated whether it might nonetheless be possible
to extract other useful information from the DNA within
those same six hours, such as SNPs. Information about
eye and hair colour is immensely helpful to investigators
in emergency situations, such as in a kidnapping case or
when a dangerous criminal is on the run and may strike
again. The police are currently looking into ways of
putting the six-hour SNP technique to good use.

1

1

An ATM has been blown up. What trace evidence is there on
the site? Can investigators piece together a profile of the
suspects within six hours, using DNA and fingerprints? Was the
ATM secured with DNA ink? How fast can the investigation
team register all the trace evidence, photos and data into the
incident registration system? Let’s get to work!

#50

SNP-6 uur

The forensic investigator photographs the
trace evidence and records it in SCAR along
with any additional relevant information.

The NFI extracts DNA from two hairs
in the bag within six hours. If there is
no match in the DNA database, the
investigator uses the six-hour SNP
technique to predict the suspect’s eye
and hair colour.

2
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DNA ink in
ATM blasts

NFI,
3SI,
Police

DNA ink in ATM blasts
Big banks and the business community have joined forces
with Dutch National Police units in the fight against ram
raids and ATM blasts. Together they have developed a
security system with synthetic DNA ink that makes it
possible to cluster several cases together. How does it
work? An ATM is fitted with a security system that has a
unique DNA ink code. In the event of a ram raid or blast,
the ink is released, marking the money, the crime scene
and items such as clothes and bags belonging to the
suspects. The forensic investigators take samples on the
scene and send these to 3SI, the supplier of the DNA
ink patterns, for analysis. The police can then use this
information to link banknotes and other items found
in house searches to elements that reach beyond the
regional scope of the police unit. DNA ink is currently
providing important evidence in a case against the
arrested members of a big gang that carried out dozens
of ATM blasts. One of the main suspects was arrested at
an international airport carrying tainted money.

The banknotes are covered in
synthetic DNA ink. The forensic
investigators secure the
banknotes and have the ink
supplier read the DNA codes.

3
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Fingerprints

NFI,
Police

How old is
that fingerprint?

4

In many investigations, the age of a
fingerprint is very important. If a set of
fingerprints goes back three weeks while the
crime was committed only a few hours ago,
those particular prints don’t need further
investigation. It’s not yet possible to put a
date to fingerprints, but the NFI is working
on it. Its scientists are examining the
chemical composition of fingerprints in
order to determine how long a given print
has been present at a location. A fingerprint
contains proteins that can change under
the influence of light, temperature and
humidity. NFI researchers are examining
this process of change in the lab, using their
colleagues’ fingerprints. At ten fingerprints
a day, it’s a time-consuming job. This would
take too long for an investigation, when you
want to know immediately how old a given
set of prints is. But if criminal charges are
pressed, the fact that fingerprints are too
old to be linked to a crime can be valuable
information in court. Some patience is
needed: it will take the NFI at least another
five years of research before it will be
possible to determine the age of a
fingerprint in practice.
Fingerprints were found on the
explosives, the lighter and the
cigarette butt. The NFI determines
the age of the prints and checks if
they are related to the case.

Predicting a diet

NFI, Delft
University of
Technology,
BVDA

Using fingerprints
to predict diet
Is a given person a diabetic or a vegetarian? Are they a man or
a woman? So far, such information cannot be obtained from
fingerprints – a situation the NFI would like to change in the
near future. Together with Delft University of Technology and
the forensic products company BVDA, the NFI has developed
a gel that will make it possible to isolate fingerprints down
to nanoparticles (a particle of between one and a hundred
nanometres). The focus is on these ‘functionalised
nanoparticles’. The rest of the fingerprint is flushed away
with water so that no time is spent analysing useless
components. A big advantage is that, after isolation, the
fingerprint can still be used for DNA analysis. In analysing
the prints, the forensic investigator looks at their chemical
composition: vegetarians, for example, leave behind
different proteins than meat eaters, while men leave behind
different hormones than women. Each piece of additional
information can be useful in an investigation. For example,
the database includes many more men than women, so if the
fingerprints come from a woman,
The NFI isolates the
this speeds up the search. The same
fingerprints on the
goes for a person with a specific
cigarette butt and
illness, such as diabetes. This NFI
extracts information
project ran from 2015 to 2016. The
from them, such as the discovery is so remarkable that Delft
suspect’s sex and diet.
University of Technology applied for
a patent, which was granted. The NFI
will now be subjecting the method
to extensive practical tests.
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Robot for
large-scale
identification

NFI

Robot for large-scale
identification
In 2014, the NFI wondered how the identification
of large quantities of human remains might be
speeded up. The solution: have a ‘robot’ extract DNA
from the bone material. Ten months of research and
testing have borne fruit: the NFI will soon be able to
start using the new system. To make it easier for the
robot to extract DNA from bone material, the bone
is ground for longer than normal to make finer
particles. This method has the additional benefit
that it requires ten times less bone material. What
is more, there are significant savings in time. For
example, whereas at a serious incident with many
victims it might have previously taken take a day and
a half to analyse a series of bones, the time required
is now less than half a day.

More information
SNP analysis; Robot for large-scale identification:
Titia Sijen (NFI), t.sijen@nfi.minjenv.nl
SCAR: Gerda Edelman (NFI),
g.edelman@nfi.minjenv.nl www.geogap.nl
DNA ink: Jos van der Stap (police),
jos.van.der.stap@politie.nl
Fingerprints: Marcel de Puit (NFI),
m.de.puit@nfi.minjenv.nl; BVDA (manufacturer
of forensic supplies) www.bvda.com
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Asylum flows double

In 2015, the Netherlands registered over 43,000 asylum seekers and nearly 14,000 family members who
joined them later, which was double the number compared to 2014. The previous peak in asylum flows had
been in 1994, when refugees came mainly from the former Yugoslavia (data from Statistics Netherlands).
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Peaks in asylum flows
require innovative solutions
With the war in Syria raging ever more intensely, more than 57,000 asylum seekers
reached the Dutch border in 2017. Never before had the immigration services come
under such pressure. In order to be better prepared for peaks in asylum flows, the
Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers (COA) has been cooperating
with social welfare organisations to develop innovative forms of housing.
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Home from
home

COA, VNG,
Dutch Chief
Government
Architect

Housing solutions
The unexpected surge in flows of refugees in 2015 posed an enormous
challenge to the Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers
(COA) as well as to the Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND).
Asylum seekers’ centres were quickly filled to capacity, while the onward
movement of those granted a residence permit stagnated due to a lack
of available housing. As a matter of urgency, the COA, in cooperation
with safety regions and municipalities, set up crisis locations across
the country. Local residents felt pressured and social unrest broke out
in a number of places.
Competition
To be able to respond better to future peaks, the COA, in cooperation
with Floris Alkemade, the Dutch Chief Government Architect, organised
a competition: Home from Home. ‘We asked the public to think along with
us about innovative housing solutions,’ says Carolien Schippers, unit
manager on housing at the COA. ‘The homes needed to be transportable
at short notice, they had to be sustainable and, after the refugees had
moved out, they had to be suitable for other temporary occupants.’ Out
of 366 submissions, a jury selected six winners. ‘This was a wonderful
result,’ says Schippers. ‘Six great designs, some of which can be used
straightaway. Municipalities and housing associations have already
expressed an interest.’

Refugees in the Fatima
neighbourhood of the
city of Tilburg register
at a temporary
reception centre in
December 2015

Asylum seekers’ hotel
One of the winning designs was Re-settle, a tent-like form of polystyrene
housing. Arguably, its best characteristic is the privacy it affords its
occupants. As polystyrene consists of 96 percent air, Re-settle is extremely
light. In view of its high insulation value, the possibility of introducing
the unit in Jordanian refugee camps is now being investigated. Another
winner was the Nice to meet you hotel. This innovative concept combines an
existing asylum seekers’ reception centre and a hotel. The layout of the
building can be adapted to meet demand. The first of these hotels has
already been installed in Nijmegen.
The other winners in the housing competition were
Evolutionary Wooden Houses, Nieuwe buren, nieuwe erven, nieuwe oogsten,
SolarCabin and ComfortCity – De Tussenruimte.
See: www.ahomeawayfromhome.nl
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Data
analysis
of asylum
flows

J&S,
WODC

Data analysis
of asylum flows
If Frank Willemsen of the Research and Documentation
Centre (WODC) has anything to do with it, 2015 will be the
last time we were taken by surprise. On behalf of J&S, he is
investigating how data can help shape prognoses about
any new peaks in asylum flows. Willemsen analyses the
relationship between events by comparing online data (e.g.,
from Google) with numbers of asylum seekers. One of the
things he has discovered is that the influx of refugees into
the EU (from month to month, from 2008 to 2016) shows
remarkably similar patterns to the Google search behaviour
of people in Arabic-speaking countries. ‘I was amazed to find
virtually the same peaks and troughs in trend lines in the
number of registered asylum seekers and – one to two
months earlier – the number of Google searches from Syria
and Iraq on the term ‘asylum’.

Prognoses
Willemsen is currently investigating which other search
terms are relevant in this context. He is also looking into
other sources of data that may have predictive value, and
how the WODC might couple these prognoses with expert
knowledge. This will allow the centre not only to predict
migrant flows but also to develop an early warning system on
the basis of real-time data, such as search behaviour. In other
parts of Europe, researchers are also building models for
prognosis and distribution. Sweden, for example, is working
on a model that makes use of Big Data and predictive
algorithms to model the spread of refugees across the EU.
‘But keep in mind that predictions often have large margins
of error,’ says Willemsen. ‘There’s a considerable risk of being
wrong. However, real-time data is allowing us to make shortterm predictions about big increases in numbers.’
See www.wodc.nl or email Frank Willemsen,
f.willemsen@minjenv.nl.
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Colour the night

INDEX

TNO, ITS,
Ministry of
Defence,
Police

Night vision in full colour
Wouldn’t navigation and tracking be
easier if you could somehow see
everything in full colour – even when it’s
pitch-dark? Applied science institute
TNO and high-tech company Innovative
Technical Solutions (ITS) are taking the
first steps in developing a tool that will
provide full-colour images at night:
Colour the Night. The tool combines the
black-and-white images of a night-vision

camera (with image intensifier) with the
images from a thermal imaging camera,
adding colour to the images. This results
in full-colour night vision with greater
depth. ‘In this way, you can not only
detect objects and persons, but also
identify them,’ says Lex Toet of TNO. The
Ministry of Defence and the police have
both tested a prototype of the tool.
‘Military vehicles will no longer end up in

a ditch at night because they were
unable to tell the road from the water
in black-and-white images,’ says Toet.
‘A colour image, which resembles a
daylight image, makes the difference
much clearer. It also makes it a lot easier
to track people: you can tell exactly
which bush a fugitive is hiding in.’
Email ITS for more information: info@its-hightech.nl.

These are the 51 projects that received a grant from J&S through the Projects
Round up to 2016. The number (#) refers to the project numbers in this magazine.
For more information about the other projects, see www.innoveermeemetjenv.nl

Name

Submitted by

2012
Fire service doctrine
Letters for safety in the street
Development cloud iRN Labs
Grab & Stitch
Hansken Demonstrator (XIRAF)
Research data analysis misuse explosives
Production version iColumbo environment

IFV
Police Academy
Police
Police
NFI
NCTV
Police

2013
Cyber Analysis Innovation Tool
Determining the age of a bruise
Monitor of threatening tweets
Human factors at the Netherlands
Fire Service (HINT)
ICS-SCADA Honeypots
Infrared photography of blood
against dark backgrounds
Innovative take on command and control
Intelligence-based fight against
organised crime
A new look for NFI tracers
NFIDENT
On the Spot
Unmanned drones (feasibility study)
Unheard of!
Routing the National Emergency Management
System (LCMS) through the Emergency
Communication Facility (NVC)
Shodan
Fast assessment of exposure to toxic
substances following an incident
SNP-6 uur
Wi-Fi probe requests

#

2014
Tackling cybercrime through hosting companies
Broad application of image
enhancement technology
Colour the Night
Delta-R

Deep Firmware Inspection Tool
Predicting a diet
HARVEST

NCSC
NFI
Police

Normalware
SecureHub
Self-supporting firefighting unit

IFV
NCSC
NFI
IFV
Police
NFI
NFI
Police
RIVM
Police
IFV

#40

NCSC
VRR
NFI
NFI

Name

#50

2015
Biometric Spoofing
FIODSpraak
Location, location, location
REDSUIT
SCAR
Privacy-Enhanced Filtering
Stamp reader

Submitted by

#

NFI
AIVD/TNO
Police
Dutch Customs,
Royal Netherlands
Marechaussee
NCTV
NFI
Royal Netherlands
Marechaussee
NFI
NCTV
IFV

Accelerated large-scale victim identification

NFI
FIOD
NFI
TWENTE FIRE SERVICE
NFI
NCSC
Royal Netherlands
Marechaussee
NFI

2016
AAI dogs
ARPro
Big Text Tool
Determining the age of a fingerprint
@ppsporing
Ouders aan Zet
Forensic educational videos

Police
Police Academy
FIOD
NFI
RvR
Stichting HALT
NFI

ABBREVIATIONS
• AIVD General Intelligence and Security Service • CVOM Central Processing Unit (Public Prosecution Service) • IFV Institute for Safety
• KMar Royal Netherlands Marechaussee • NCSC National Cyber Security Centre • NCTV National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism
• NFI Netherlands Forensic Institute • RIVM National Institute for Public Health and the Environment • RvR Legal Aid Board
• J&S Ministry of Justice and Security • VRR Rotterdam-Rijnmond Safety Region
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